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Abstract
Distributed Energy Resources are becoming increasingly numerous, with many positive and negative
implications for the electricity sector. A decentralised, layered-decomposition optimisation structure
is a proposed alternative to the current market structure that would allow local distribution areas to
self-optimise their supply and demand with distributed generation. This paper explores the effects of
distributed generation and investigates a regulatory framework that would adapt a layereddecomposition structure to the specifics of Europe’s internal energy market. The regulatory
requirements suggested by the findings of this paper are a nodal pricing scheme, the expanded role
of distribution system operators, harmonisation of the day-ahead and intraday markets, with
increased granularity of intraday markets to 15-minute auctions, merging of market operators, and
the establishment of local markets at the distribution level that operate as energy markets, flexibility
markets, and ancillary service providers. A PEST analysis was conducted, with a decision matrix
quantitatively comparing three alternative structures, a status quo “minimal DSO” structure, a grand
central optimisation structure, and a decentralised layered-decomposition structure with the
supporting regulatory framework. A timeline was proposed that outlined the phases for the
structure’s implementation. Future recommendations are to conduct operational policy research for
the coordination of local markets and to determine a market clearing optimisation formula.

Keywords: Distributed Energy Resources, Distributed Generation, Local Energy Markets
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Preface
There are few fields that allow one to reconcile disparate interests in policy, science, and economics.
The energy sector however, and particularly electricity markets, rarely allows these disciplines to
work independently. Add to that the impressive scale of the challenges, the demands for international
cooperation, with the exciting pace of new developments, and I feel it was inexorable that my
academic and professional life has led here. I chose this topic, foremost, as a learning exercise. I
realize the challenge of producing anything that is truly novel or ground-breaking as a master’s
student, and it certainly has me admire those in the vanguard of new developments. My intention for
this topic was, therefore, to catch up. There are times, such as learning halfway through one’s
research that fundamental premises have been misunderstood, that could have felt dismaying. But
rather, this served as evidence that my intentions were being fulfilled.
I am completing this thesis in April 2020, in quarantine during a global pandemic. There are many
unsung heroes of the current crisis - sanitation workers, truck drivers, and, notably, all those in the
energy industry, from system and market operators to powerplant staff. It cannot be overstated how
much we all depend on their daily responsibilities. Among the numerous concerns during this time,
one that is often overlooked is a reliable supply of electricity. It is the necessity that all other
necessities depend. At the beginning of this thesis, I was optimistic about new methods of
decarbonising Europe’s electricity sector. As I am finishing, I recognise as others do the
vulnerabilities in our system. It is not that the electricity sector insufficiently prepared; it is that
vulnerabilities are built into the structural design. Analogous to any portfolio, diversification is the
key to hedging risk. Much the same could be said for not just our sources of power, but it is equally
applicable to geographic diversity, and diversity of participants.
Whenever a young person suggests radically changing anything, I encourage a healthy dose of
scepticism. The work done here is no exception. However, if anything in this paper even trivially
influences Europe’s energy transition, my intentions were well exceeded.

Henry J. Noller
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1.0 - INTRODUCTION
Europe’s electricity sector is undergoing significant changes. Decarbonisation, digitalisation, and
decentralisation are challenges as much as they are opportunities for the current grid. The increasing
share of variable output renewables such as wind and solar into Europe’s energy mix has demanded
new measures to ensure the continual matching of supply and demand (BMWi, 2016). In addition,
new technological advances in the form of DERs (Distributed Energy Resources) could decrease
consumer dependence on centralised generation and complicate the roles of system and market
operators in energy dispatching and maintaining a stable grid (Schittekatte, Reif, & Meeus, 2019).
However, the trend of decentralisation also has many benefits, and is currently being encouraged by
the European Commission (EC) and national level governments in many regions to help decarbonise
the energy sector.
DERs are small-scale units that provide energy close to where it is consumed (Capehart, 2016).
Examples of DERs are residential solar PV units and energy storage batteries on an individual homes
or businesses. DERs can provide a source of electricity independent from the centralised grid.
Considering energy security issues, decarbonisation objectives, and rising electricity prices in some
European countries, many consumers are increasingly seeking sources of alternative high-quality,
locally sourced, and often renewable energy (NRG, 2018). The incentives for distributed generation
are manifold, with the potential to lower consumer’s prices, increase their supply security, and offer
energy sovereignty. They also offer advantages to society at large, with policy makers citing the
environmental benefits and economic opportunities (Marcantonini & Labandeira, 2016). However,
they present many challenges to the physical grid, as well as the status quo electricity market design,
which may be insufficient to handle projected levels of decentralised generation (Antonova, Nardi,
Scott, & Pesin, 2011). Irrespective, their widespread diffusion is progressing rapidly, raising
questions about what regulatory, technological, and economic changes are necessary to facilitate this
energy transition.
This paper will explore these questions, first by providing a broad overview of Europe’s current
electricity market design and the essential related concepts. The literature will provide a summary of
the growth of DERs, the current challenges they pose to system and market operators and provide an
academic case for the necessity of adapting the market structure considering these challenges. The
regulatory framework of Europe’s internal energy market will then be explored, to propose a revised
framework for a new market structure. This will be based on a decentralised, layered-decomposition
optimisation structure, proposed in the paper A Tale of Two Visions: Designing a Decentralised
Transactive Electric System by L. Kristov, P. De Martini and J. D. Taft (2016). This concept is a
fundamental revision, inverting the current grid from a top-down centralised system to a bottom-up
decentralised system. The case for this structure will be based on and substantiated by two
approaches. The first is the logical and necessary changes that must be made if this predicted
challenges of distributed generation are accurate, that is, what by necessity must change if capacity is
supplied by decentralised sources as a first resort and centralised as a last. The second approach is
citing the best available evidence for what regulatory elements would best optimise the market
overall considering these changes. The methodology will involve calculating the rough capacity
potential from DER sources in Europe. A new regulatory framework will then be detailed, and a
policy assessment of the proposed market structure will be conducted, utilising a PEST analysis and
a quantitative decision matrix.
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2.0 - EUROPE’S ELECTRICITY GRID
Europe’s electricity grid can be outlined in three primary dimensions.
1. Actors & Infrastructure
2. Regulation
3. Electricity Markets
2.1 - ACTORS & INFASTRUCTURE
Europe’s physical electricity grid consists of 4 stages (Figure 1):

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the electricity grid (Erbach, 2016)
The first stage, electricity generators, are generally large powerplants and energy utility owners/
operators. Table 1 provides an overview of different generating technologies and their associated
emissions profile. Electricity generation is not limited to powerplant operators. Energy can be
generated locally and sold independently. This will be explored more in Section 4.2.

Table 1: Characteristics of generation sources (Erbach, 2016)
Type

Controllable/variable

Type of fuel

Flexibility

Coal
Natural Gas
Biomass

Controllable
Controllable
Controllable

Fossil
Fossil
Renewable

Medium
High
Medium

Nuclear
Hydro with
dam

Controllable
Controllable

Sustainable
Renewable

Low
Very high

Solar
Wind
Geothermal

Variable
Variable
Controllable

Renewable
Renewable
Renewable

2

Very low
Very low
High

Low carbon

CO2 emissions
(kg per kWh)

No
0.95
No
0.55
Conditional yes. Regrowth
compensates emissions

Considered zero-emission energy
sources

2.1.1 - TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OPERATOR
The Transmission System Operator, or TSO, is an independent entity with the responsibility of
transporting high-voltage electricity or natural gas using fixed infrastructure within and between
member states. Articles 12, 15, 16 of Directive 2009/72/EC (electricity) and Articles 12, 16 Dir.
2009/73/EC layout the primary responsibilities of the TSO. These include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The operation, maintenance, and development of the transmission grid
Ensuring non-discriminatory access (for new energy producers) to the grid
Ensuring the transmission system can meet transmission demand
Ensuring security of supply with enough transmission capacity
The technical management of transmission flows
Providing information to all system operators connected to the transmission grid
Integrating transmission infrastructure between member states to develop cross-border
capacities

2.1.2 - DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATOR
The Distribution System Operator is a natural or legal entity task with ensuring the operation and
maintenance of electricity distribution in each area. (Art 2. Dir 2007/72/EC). Their primary
responsibility is taking electricity from the TSO networks and distributing it to customers through
the retail market. Other core responsibilities include:
•
•
•

Connecting consumers to the distribution grid
Installing electricity meters
Providing consumption information to suppliers

2.1.3 - CONSUMERS
Electricity consumers are the final stage of the physical infrastructure, where citizens purchase and
consume electricity from suppliers in the distribution network. New developments in the role of
consumers now include the independent production of electricity as well (Marcantonini &
Labandeira, 2016). ‘Prosumers’ are entities which both produce and consumer electricity, and their
numbers are rapidly growing, as explored further in section 4.2.

2.2 - REGULATION
Until the 1990’s, the electricity sector was dominated by vertically integrated geographic
monopolies, either owned by the state or privately (Green, 2005). Companies generally owned the
generation sources, the transmission system, the distribution system, and supply activities. Due to a
history of abuse, these monopolies were generally subject to stringent price regulation. Electricity is
an inelastic commodity, meaning demand will not change significantly relative to changes in price.
This necessitated regulators to limit prices for consumers. However, the retail price point of
electricity posed a challenge for regulators to determine, simultaneously attempting to minimise
costs for consumers while balancing enough profit for utilities to reinvest in efficient and reliable
operations.
3

In Europe, a set of legal measures were implemented as an alternative to regulating the electricity
market (Erbach, 2019). The Third Energy Package was a legislative package toward developing a
single “Internal Energy Market” (IEM) for the European Union. It was proposed in 2007 and
adopted by the Council of the European Union in July 2009, entering into force September 2009.
The core element of the package was vertical and horizontal “unbundling”, which stipulated the
vertical separation of the generation, transmission, distribution, and retail segments of electricity
distribution. It also established a National Regulatory Authority (NRA) in each member state, and a
forum for them to cooperate, the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER).
Vertical unbundling is the legal separation of ownership of interconnected electric utilities into these
segments (Heim, Krieger, & Liebensteiner, 2018). Each segment of the electricity distribution
process is legally distinct; multiple actors can participate in the competitive segments (generation,
retail) while single regulated actors remain in the uncompetitive segments (transmission). In
conjunction, horizontal unbundling is legal separation of functions into multiple entities that then
compete with one another. Both forms of unbundling have several intended benefits for consumers.
Vertical unbundling facilitates greater competition and permits each layer of the vertical structure to
focus on its core priorities. It is suggested to increase efficiency, transparency, and governance.
Horizontal unbundling generally accompanies vertical unbundling, permitting entry of new actors
into the sector. Key potential benefits are risk management, resilience, and cost-savings, due to
multiple actors allowing for diversified power sources.

2.3 - ELECTRICITY MARKETS
In legal terms, electricity, like other physical goods, is treated as a commodity in the European Union
(Erbach, 2016). Though intangible, it can be purchased, sold, or traded like most other tangible
products. An “electricity market” is a system that enables the purchase of energy or power through
bidding, sales and short or long-term trading.

Figure 2: Organisation structure of the electricity market (Frunt, 2011)

While conceptually similar, electricity wholesale markets are organised differently than retail
markets in the sense that retail caters to end consumers. In Europe’s unbundled, or “liberalised”
market, distribution level actors are either suppliers offering electricity contacts, or consumers
4

choosing a supplier. Suppliers are an intermediary, purchasing electricity from generators bidding in
the wholesale market and selling to consumers. Suppliers compete primarily based on price and
origin of the electricity. Some of these markets include ‘zonal’ factors such as transmission tariffs,
distribution tariffs, taxes, and levies in the price. Additionally, these markets are often limited by
physical and technical limitations. Wholesale markets have many participants, including generators,
retailers, and industrial consumers (Erbach, 2016). Given that the demand and supply of electricity
must be temporally simultaneous (as it cannot be economically stored), electricity transactions must
contract an agreed volume and time for future delivery. The exact organisation of these markets is
not harmonised across the EU at present. Some of these contracts include:
o Long-term contracts:
Two parties can exchange energy privately, this is known as bilateral agreements or “over-thecounter” (OTC) trades (Erbach, 2016). In this case the two parties agree on the exchange of the
quantity of energy, the time, and the price. Long-term contracts of this duration are generally made
between power plants and large energy consumers, who intend to fix their prices and have budget
certainty.
o Forward & Futures market: Weeks – Years
These can be OTC trades, or capacity acquired in a capacity market. Capacity markets are direct
investments several years ahead of when electricity is to be delivered (Erbach, 2016). They are
intended to create long-term price signals for resources, since power plants require significant
financial and time investments to build. They receive compensation for their “capacity”, which is the
maximum output a generator can produce. Up until the delivery date, traders of energy can buy and
sell contracted capacity. They are also a means of addressing resource adequacy concerns, to ensure
electricity supply meets that of demand in the medium to long term.
o Day-ahead market: Follow day
All other transactions happen through an energy exchange, or “market operator” (Erbach, 2016).
This is where buyers and sellers monitor transparent supply and demand-based pricing and exchange
contracts. Generators, retailers, and independent actors submit bids/orders. The market operator then
“clears” the market by determining the lowest cost mix of resources required to meet forecasted
demand the following day (Cornélusse, 2017). This is cleared once per day, around 1pm.
o Intra-day Market: Within a specified period (15 mins – 1 hour)
The closer to real-time, the greater predictive accuracy around load and generation is, given the
improved forecasting information of variable generation and demand. This necessitates intraday and
balancing markets, as deviations in real-time occur from predicted load and generation capacities
(Ehrenmann, et al., 2019). In the intraday market, there is continuous purchasing and selling of
energy during the same day as delivery. This can be done during several auctions throughout the day,
or in a continuous “pay-as-bid” system, where offers are immediately matched with bids when
possible.
o Balancing Market: Real-time balancing
There are two markets for balancing: a balancing capacity market and a balancing energy market.
The capacity market operates from one year up to the day before real-time, where generators are
contracted to be available to deliver the required balancing energy (Schittekatte, Reif, & Meeus,
2019). In the energy market, the TSOs activate these contracts based on the least cost mix and
technical specifications.
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3.0 ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS
3.1 - CENTRALISED VS DECENTRALISED GENERATION
This paper focuses on the distinction between centralised vs decentralised energy generation, so it is
important to discuss these two concepts. As referenced earlier, the current electricity grid design is a
largely a centralised grid. Centralised coordination frameworks use large-scale generation facilities
that are located at a distance from their end-use (Scheepers & Werven, 2005). These transport
electricity through a network of interconnected high-voltage transmission lines, operated by the
TSOs. Decentralised energy, or “distributed generation”, is generation where the source is close to its
end use consumption. It is made up of a variety of technologies such as solar panels or battery
storage and may serve anything between a single household to a whole community. Small-scale units
such as rooftop solar PV are generally connected to the distribution grid, which is operated by the
DSOs.
Many technologies can be either centralised or decentralised. Variable renewable generation such as
solar PV can either be small-scale as mentioned, or at utility scale, where its capacity is bid into the
wholesale market and then distributed at higher voltage through the transmission system, in this case
being “centralised”. It cannot be said whether a centralised or decentralised structure is better, as it is
highly conditional to a multitude of factors including local conditions, transmission constraints,
regulations, etc. Irrespective, the current trend of generating capacity is increasingly coming from
decentralised sources, with many positive and negative implications. This is explored further in
section 4.0.

3.2 - CITIZEN ENERGY COMMUNITIES
The “Clean Energy Package for all Europeans” (EU Commission, 2019) is a recent legislative
package proposing an ambitious set of rules in response to the challenge of the global energy
transition, with an emphasis on consumer rights. It provides two distinct definitions for new models
of energy cooperation and local level energy projects: Renewable Energy Communities and Citizen
Energy Communities.
In Article 2(16) of the Renewables Directive, a ‘Renewable Energy Community’ is defined as,
“A legal entity:
(a) which, in accordance with the applicable national law, is based on open and voluntary
participation, is autonomous, and is effectively controlled by shareholders or members that
are located in the proximity of the renewable energy projects that are owned and developed
by that legal entity;
(b) the shareholders or members of which are natural persons, SMEs or local authorities,
including municipalities;
(c) the primary purpose of which is to provide environmental, economic or social community
benefits for its shareholders or members or for the local areas where it operates, rather than
financial profits.”
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In Article 2(11) of the Electricity Directive, ‘Citizen Energy Community’ is defined as,
“A legal entity that:
(a) is based on voluntary and open participation and is effectively controlled by members or
shareholders that are natural persons, local authorities, including municipalities, or small
enterprises;
(b) has for its primary purpose to provide environmental, economic or social community
benefits to its members or shareholders or to the local areas where it operates rather than to
generate financial profits; and
(c) may engage in generation, including from renewable sources, distribution, supply,
consumption, aggregation, energy storage, energy efficiency services or charging services
for electric vehicles or provide other energy services to its members or shareholders;”
In this paper, the latter definition for Citizen Energy Communities will be an important concept.
Citizen energy communities are a natural progression as a result of, and likely requirement for, a
high number of prosumers within a shared geographic area (Sousa, et al., 2019). Energy
communities, alongside effective market design, would enable the integration of more renewables
and DER technologies into the distribution level.
A related component of citizen energy communities is virtual power plants. These are cloud-based
aggregators of DER capacities for trading and selling in the electricity market (Zajc, Kolenc, &
Suljanović, 2019). They connect small producers, collecting the energy generated to mimic the
generation of a large-scale central powerplant, while removing the burden of decentralised electricity
producers from needing to sell the power themselves and all the associated complexities of variable
supply and demand. They allow the most efficient forecasting and production possible accounting for
real-time price signals in the highly volatile short-term market.

3.3 - NETWORK CODES & EU LEGISLATION
To progress toward the completion of an internal European energy market, the Third Energy Package
developed a set of network codes and guidelines for the energy sector. These codes act as a detailed
set of rules to harmonise the nationally orientated frameworks of Member States. Eight network
codes and guidelines have been published in the Official Journal of the European Union, which are
further subdivided into three groups:
The market codes:
• Capacity allocation and congestion management guideline (CACM GL)
• Forward capacity allocation guidelines (FCA GL)
• Electricity balancing guideline (EB GL)
The connection codes:
• Network code on requirements for grid connection of generators (RfG NC)
• Demand connection network code (DC NC)
• Requirements for grid connection of high voltage direct current systems and direct currentconnected power park modules network code (HVDC NC)
The operation codes:
• The electricity transmission system operation guideline (SO GL)
• The electricity emergency and restoration network code (ER)
7

These will be referenced frequently in this paper as they provide the highest resolution for the
operations of the market. Additionally, several directives and regulations of EU legislation will be
relevant in this paper for evaluating the current market design and making the case for necessary
revisions, primarily:
o Directive (EU) 2019/944 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on
common rules for the internal market for electricity and amending Directive 2012/27/EU
o Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December
2018 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources
o Directive 2013/30/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 June on safety of
offshore oil and gas operations and amending Directive 2004/35/EC
o Directive 2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012
energy efficiency, amending Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU and repealing
Directives 2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC
o Regulation (EU) 2019/943 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on
the internal market for electricity
o Regulation (EU) 2019/941 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on
risk-preparedness in the electricity sector and repealing Directive 2005/89/EC

3.4 – TERMINOLOGY
General:
Optimisation – The action of making the best or most effective use of a situation or resources
Domains – An area of activity or control that a specified authority has the responsibility of
overseeing (e.g, A DSOs domain is the specified area for which they are responsible for grid
stability)
Structure - The arrangement of and relations between the parts or elements of something complex
(in this case, the electricity market)
Model – A description of a system or process, to assist in organisation, calculations, and predictions
Grid - The network of cables or pipes for distributing power. Specifically, high and low-voltage
transmission/distribution lines for electricity
Market – The formulated set of rules that govern the state of trade at a time or in a particular context
Regulation – A general rule or directive made and maintained by an authority
8

Technical:
Capacity - The maximum output that an electricity generator can physically produce, measured in
units of kilowatts, megawatts, gigawatts (kW, MW, GW)
Energy - The amount of electricity a generator produces, measured over a period of time such as
kilowatt hours, megawatt hours, gigawatt hours (kWh, MWh, GWh)
Ancillary Services – “A range of services necessary to the efficient running of the electricity system
which are outside the basic needs of energy, generating capacity, and power delivery.” (Lemaire,
2010)
Demand Response – “Changes in electricity usage by end-use customers from their normal
consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over time.” (Albadi & ElSaadany, 2008)
Aggregator – A type of energy service provider which can moderate electricity consumption of a
group, based on grid conditions, as well as operate on behalf of a group of consumers who produce
their own electricity, selling excess generation they produce. (Malizou, 2018)
Flexibility – “All relevant characteristics of a power system that facilitates the reliable and costeffective management of variability and uncertainty in both supply and demand.” (IEA, 2018)
Transactive Energy (TE) - “A system of economic and control mechanisms that allows the dynamic
balance of supply and demand across the entire electrical infrastructure using value as a key
operational parameter.” (GridWise Architecture Council, 2015)
Transmission-Distribution Interface (T-D interface) – The physical point where the transmission
and distribution systems interconnect
Local Distribution Area – An area that consists of all the distribution facilities, DERs, and
customers, below the T-D interface of the transmission grid (De Martini & Kristov, 2015)
Grid Congestion – The instance where the transmission network fails to transfer power based on the
load demand due to physical constraints of the network
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4.0 - LITERATURE REVIEW
“DERs are coming whether or not wholesale markets provide them the market opportunity” Jeff
Dennis, general counsel for regulatory affairs at Advanced Energy Economy, 2018.
“DER have become important means for the development of renewable energy. However, they also
present several challenges to sustainable and efficient integration in the electric power system,
which needs to be addressed by policymakers and regulators. A large deployment of DER requires
the development of a new framework for the power sector in all areas.” (Marcantonini &
Labandeira, 2016)

Several articles of the European legislative directives and regulations state the necessity for moving
toward decentralised generation.
Recital (51) of Directive (EU) 2019/944 states
“Member States should encourage the modernization of distribution networks, such as
through the introduction of smart grids, which should be built in a way that encourages
decentralised generation [emphasis added] and energy efficiency”
The reasons for such necessity are stated,
Article 58 of Regulation (EU) 2019/943, General objectives of the regulatory authority includes in
the list of objectives
“(d) helping to achieve, in the most cost-effective way, the development of secure, reliable
and efficient non-discriminatory systems that are consumer-oriented, and promoting system
adequacy and, in accordance with general energy policy objectives, energy efficiency, as well
as the integration of large and small-scale production of electricity from renewable sources
and distributed generation in both transmission and distribution networks [emphasis
added], and facilitating their operation in relation to other energy networks of gas or heat;
(e) facilitating access to the network for new generation capacity and energy storage
facilities, in particular removing barriers that could prevent access for new market entrants
and of electricity from renewable sources;”
To achieve this, there are several methods proposed, including streamlined permit-granting,
providing incentives for flexibility services and renewed focus on short-term markets and scarcity
pricing.
Recital (51) of preamble to Directive 2013/30/EU:
“In order to foster the uptake of renewable energy by microenterprises and small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and individual citizens [emphasis added], in accordance
with the objectives set out in this Directive, a simple-notification procedure for grid
connections to the competent body should be established for small renewable energy
projects, including those that are decentralised, such as rooftop solar installations
[emphasis added]. In order to respond to the increasing need for the repowering of existing
renewable energy plants, streamlined permit-granting procedures should be provided for.”
Recital 23 of preamble to Regulation (EU) 2019/943 states:
“While decarbonisation of the electricity sector, with energy from renewable sources
becoming a major part of the market, is one of the goals of the Energy Union, it is crucial
10

that the market removes existing barriers to cross-border trade and encourages investments
into supporting infrastructure, for example, more flexible generation, interconnection,
demand response and energy storage. To support this shift to variable and distributed
generation [emphasis added], and to ensure that energy market principles are the basis for
the Union's electricity markets of the future, a renewed focus on short-term markets and
scarcity pricing is essential. [emphasis added]”
There is a strong focus on the facilitation of this transition being a responsibility for DSOs.
Article 32 of Directive (EU) 2019/944, Incentives for the use of flexibility in distribution networks,
states:
“Member States shall provide the necessary regulatory framework to allow and provide
incentives to distribution system operators to procure flexibility services, including
congestion management in their areas, in order to improve efficiencies in the operation and
development of the distribution system. In particular, the regulatory framework shall ensure
that distribution system operators are able to procure such services from providers of
distributed generation, demand response or energy storage and shall promote the uptake of
energy efficiency measures [emphasis added], where such services cost-effectively alleviate
the need to upgrade or replace electricity capacity and support the efficient and secure
operation of the distribution system.”
Recital 61 of preamble to Directive (EU) 2019/944 states,
“Distribution system operators have to cost-efficiently integrate new electricity generation,
especially installations generating electricity from renewable sources, and new loads such
as loads that result from heat pumps and electric vehicles [emphasis added]. For that
purpose, distribution system operators should be enabled, and provided with incentives, to
use services from distributed energy resources such as demand response and energy
storage, based on market procedures, in order to efficiently operate their networks and to
avoid costly network expansions [emphasis added]. Member States should put in place
appropriate measures such as national network codes and market rules and should provide
incentives to distribution system operators through network tariffs which do not create
obstacles to flexibility or to the improvement of energy efficiency in the grid. Member States
should also introduce network development plans for distribution systems in order to support
the integration of installations generating electricity from renewable energy sources,
facilitate the development of energy storage facilities and the electrification of the transport
sector [emphasis added], and provide to system users adequate information regarding the
anticipated expansions or upgrades of the network, as currently such procedures do not exist
in the majority of Member States.”
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4.1 – DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCE TECHNOLOGIES
As referenced, Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) are generally defined as small to medium-sized
resources, such as generating assets, energy storing units, heat pumps and controllable loads (e.g
electric vehicles with the requisite infrastructure) which are connected directly to the distribution
network (Capehart, 2016). DERs are decentralised, modular, and flexible. A subset of DERs is
distributed generation (DG), which is composed primarily of variable and intermittent renewable
sources, such as solar and wind. DG units typically range from several kW to tens of MW,
generating close to where the energy is consumed. As they are connected to the distributed network,
their dispatch is generally uncoordinated.

Table 2: DER technology applications matrix (Capehart, 2016) (U.S Department of Energy,
2002)

Technology

Energy Storage

Energy Generation

Combustion
Turbines
Microturbine

Application
Standby
Power

Lowcost
Energy

StandAlone
System

Combined
Heat &
Power

Peak
Shaving

Commercially
available

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Fuel Cell
√

√

√

√

√

√

Emerging
technology

Biomass
√

Photovoltaic
Systems
Wind Systems

√
√

Battery
System/Energy
storage
Flywheel

√

√

√

√

(Conditional)

Hybrid System
(Combination of
above systems)

√

√

Superconducting
Magnetic Energy
Storage (SMES)
√

√

√
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√

√

Mini – Large
(500kW to
25MW)
Mini - Small
(25kW –
500kW
Mini (2kW –
30kW)
Small –
Medium
(10kW –
1MW)
Micro –
Large (2kW
to 5MW+)
Medium –
Large (1MW
– 5 MW)
Small –
Large (10kW
– 5MW+)

√

Hydro Systems

Classification

√

4.2 - GROWTH OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES
DERs are becoming increasingly economic and widespread, with a myriad of positive and negative
implications. There are many projections from different sources for how widespread they will
become, and how soon. For DERs in aggregate, a market research report from Deutsche Bank
estimated that the size of the DER market could grow from 1 GW presently to over 40 GW by 2022
and replace the need for 320 GW of large-scale power plants by 2023 (NRG, 2018). The report also
stated that this growth will demand new intelligent distributed networks. Another report by CSIRO
and Energy Networks Australia projected that over 40% of energy customers will be using DERs by
2027, and over 60% by 2050 (CSIRO & Energy Networks Australia, 2017).
The primary driver for DERs is solar. Distributed solar PV’s composed roughly 85% of all
distributed generation in Europe. (Eurelectric, 2013). Most solar generation is utility scale, however,
both markets are growing rapidly. IRENA (2016) claims that while distributed levels are lower,
“mitigating existing barriers and promoting DER are important to scale up Solar PV deployment”,
and that the analysis shows that after 2030 “with the right market conditions for DER, distributed PV
share of annual additions could start rising and even dominate total PV additions..”. Figure 3 shows
the proportional percentages of residential, commercial, industrial, and utility scale solar PV capacity
of selected Europe countries, showing that residential PV already dominates some markets such as
Belgium and The Netherlands.

Figure 3: EU Solar PV Total Capacity Segments for selected countries (Schmela, 2018)
The deployment of rooftop solar PV has grown significantly alongside distributed storage in recent
years. There are many reasons for this, the most obvious is cost. Globally, the cost of solar PV power
has declined by 73% from 2010 to 2017 (IRENA, 2017). Schmela (Global Market Outlook, 2018)
suggest the other primary drivers are supporting policies such as net metering and fiscal incentives.
With the development of behind-the-meter storage, business models allow consumers flexibility in
storing and selling their generation. Therefore, the same incentives are driving the adoption of
distributed batteries. BloombergNEF (2019) has forecasted the diffusion of energy storage in Europe
to reach over 700 GWh by 2040 in Figure 4.
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FTM (Front-of-The-Meter – Grid Side)
BTM (Behind-The-Meter – Consumer Side)
Figure 4: Electrical energy storage forecast Europe (BloombergNEF, 2019)
A paper published titled The Potential of Energy Citizens in the European Union (Kampman,
Blommerde, & Afman, M , 2016) attempted to calculate the potential for energy citizens based on
the potential of installed renewable energy capacity, generation, and demand side flexibility. The
methodology to calculate this was varied depending on the energy source in question, but for each
the number of participating households, average consumption, average production, and projected
increases in numbers of respective DERs (among other metrics) were calculated. Figure 5 and 6
show the projected the percentage of participating EU households to be 83% producing roughly
1,500 TWh.

Figure 5: Estimated potential for electricity
production by various energy citizen categories
in 2050 for EU28 (TWh)
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Figure 6: Number of energy citizens for
the various technologies assessed, potential
to 2050 for the EU28

There are also other technological trends that encourage the introduction of so many DERs, primarily
the increasing sophistication and declining cost of Information & Communication Technology
(ICTs) (World Energy Council, 2019). Sensors, information technologies and processors are
decreasing in price and scale, to the point that they can offer new levels of detail at the distribution
level, down to individual generation and consumption nodes, with the capability of that information
being shared in real-time due to widespread high-speed data networks such as 4G/5G and WiFi.
While variable renewable energy sources (vRES) demand flexibility in the grid, DERs and ICTs can
provide it.

4.3 - POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Though the benefits of distributed generation have mostly yet to be seen, there are a multitude of
theoretical benefits, conditional to a well-designed market, some of these include (U.S Department of
Energy, 2005) (Chiradeja & Ramakumar, 2004) (Bahramirad, Khodaei, & Parhizi, 2016)
Reliability and Security Benefits:
• Increased security for critical loads
• Reduced transmission and distribution congestion
• Minimised impact of physical or cyberattacks
• Greater generation diversity
Economic Benefits:
• Reduced costs of power losses.
• Less investment requirements in generation, transmission, or distribution upgrades
• Lower operating costs from peak shaving
• Reduced land use for other sources of generation
• Deferred capacity upgrades
Power Quality Benefits:
• Improved voltage profile
• Reduced flicker likelihood
Emission Benefits:
• Reduction in line losses
• Reduction in emissions

4.4 - CONSEQUENCES OF DISTRIBUTED GENERATION
There are also significant challenges incorporating all this renewable and distributed generation into
the wholesale market. In the current market design, when generators are dispatched to fulfil
generation demands, they do so in an order from lowest to highest price. All generators then receive
the same price as the generator whose offer would meet the marginal demand (Heim, Krieger, &
Liebensteiner, 2018). This is called the “merit order”, and it has some negative implications. A
consequence of the introduction of variable generators such as wind and solar is that they bear no
marginal cost. They therefore generate at a much lower cost while still determining the price for all
other generators. This causes the wholesale price to fall. It is known as the ‘merit order effect’. A
comparison of Figures 7 and 8 are two hypothetical days in the year that show how as more
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$/MWh

$/MWh

renewables enter the wholesale market, the lower marginal cost of generation makes them
preferential to the market operator, thus “pushing out” more expensive energy sources. This is
driving down the average wholesale price. An analysis of the German wholesale electricity market
showed that after prices peaked in 2008, they declined by nearly two thirds by 2015 (Hirth L. ,
2018). The study found the largest contributing factor to the price decrease was expanded renewable
energy production, which tripled in Germany during this period.

Demand

Renewables

Nuclear

Demand

Renewables

Coal
MW supplied

Nuclear

Coal
MW supplied

Figure 8: Merit order effect

Figure 7: Marginal cost curve

There are consequences for consumers as well as market operators. The “utility death spiral” is a
phenomenon that is likely to become a greater challenge with an increasing number of prosumers
(Castaneda, Jimenez, Zapata, Franco, & Dyner, 2017). Utilities charge electricity based on supply
and demand pricing. As people supply their own power, the overall quantity demanded goes down.
This means as more people disconnect from the central grid, the price for those remaining increases,
creating a feedback loop with further incentives to disconnect. This could become severe for those
who cannot afford their own sources of energy generation, potentially leading to pockets of energy
poverty (EU Commission, 2009).
The main challenges that are associated with DERs however are technical ones. A paper titled effects
of distributed generation on electric power systems (Dulau, Abrudean, & Bica, 2014) found that with
an increase in distributed generation there was an increase in short circuit levels, changes to load
losses & voltage profiles along networks, creating voltage transients, congestions in branches of the
system, as well as effecting power quality and reliability. Of these primarily voltage issues pose the
most serious technical challenge for DER integration. Mahmudn and Zahedi (2016) also lay out two
main challenges:
1. With a growing number of DERs, electric power flows must now be bi-directional.
2. When distribution system load is low and DER generation is high, there is a resulting low net-load
at the connection point for transmission and distribution, in which case reactive power is exported
from the distribution system to the transmission system.
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Due to the heterogony of distributed generation, distribution grids are no longer passive and
unidirectional. The discrepancies in voltage that arise from this is one of the current critical
challenges of DERs. The variation of the voltage profile caused by distributed generation can be
significant, and in some causing insulation damage in network components.

4.5 - DECENTRALISED MARKET DESIGNS
As technology advances and the number of prosumers increases, ‘collaborative economy’ principles
are also advancing (Sousa, et al., 2019). Many prosumers are now engaging in energy community
initiatives, with a desire for flexibility in exchanging energy within communities. Due to the existing
hierarchical and top-down design, prosumers are still recognised as passive receivers. Alternative
decentralised management schemes that have been proposed are based on collaborative principles.
These are labelled ‘consumer-centric markets’, with community-based structures. Such markets may
be dynamically influenced by prosumers preferences around renewable generation type and location.
There are primarily three non-mutually exclusive proposals for consumer-centric markets that vary
based on degrees of centralisation.
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) trading
P2P trading is a term used for traditional activities much broader than just energy and electricity.
Any service whereby individuals can interact directly through a decentralised platform without a
third party constitutes P2P (Tushar, Saha, Yuen, Smith, & Vincent Poor, 2020). In the context of
energy, P2P is a decentralised structure of peer cooperation, where energy is exchanged amongst all
peers or directly traded between two agreeing parties. P2P trading of energy is defined in the
Renewable Energy Directive (EU) 2018:
‘The sale of renewable energy between market participants by means of a contract with predetermined conditions governing the automated execution and settlement of the transaction,
either directly between market participants or indirectly through a certified third-party
market participant, such as an aggregator. The right to conduct peer-to-peer trading shall be
without prejudice to the rights and obligations of the parties involved as final customers,
producers, suppliers or aggregators.’
Two main business areas have emerged (Sousa, et al., 2019) . The first is for two connected parties
that are capable of trading electricity through the same network. Peers who are prosumers can sell
their excess generation, purchase demand, or lower demand via demand reduction. If a bilateral
contract is made, prosumers are in control of setting the terms of the transaction and organising the
delivering of goods. The other business area is energy provision/matching, where prosumers directly
choose a local source of renewable generation to supply their power.
Many pilot projects in Europe have been testing P2P trading, some examples of these are listed in
Table 3.
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Table 3: Overview of peer-to-peer R&D projects (Sousa, et al., 2019)
Project name
P2P-SmartTest

Starting year
2015 (ongoing)

Focus level
Distribution grid level

2015 (ongoing)

Distribution grid level

2013 (finished)

Consumer/ prosumer

Enerchain

Country/Region
Europe (Finland,
United Kingdom,
Spain, Belgium)
Europe (Norway;
Switzerland, Spain,
Malta, Germany)
Europe (Belgium,
Spain)
Europe

2017 (ongoing)

Wholesale market

PeerEnergy Cloud

Germany

2012 (finished)

Consumer/ prosumer

Smart Watts

Germany

2011 (finished)

Consumer/ prosumer

NOBEL

Europe (Germany,
Spain, Greece,
Sweden, Spain)
Denmark

2012 (finished)

Consumer/ prosumer

2016 (ongoing)

Consumer/ prosumer

Europe (United
Kingdom), Asia
(South Korea)

2016 (ongoing)

Consumer/ prosumer

EMPOWER

NRGcoin

Energy Collective

P2P3M

Outcomes
Advanced control
and ICT for P2P
energy market
Architecture and ICT
solutions for provider
in local market
P2P wholesale
trading platform
P2P wholesale
trading platform
Cloud-based energy
trading for excessive
production
ICT to control
consumption in a
secure manner
ICT for energy
brokerage system
with consumers
Deployment of local
P2P markets in
Denmark
Prototype P2P
energy
trading/sharing
platform

Classification
Local control and ICT;
Market design
Local control and ICT

Market design
Market design
Local control and ICT

Local control and ICT

Local control and ICT

Market design

Market design

However, there are some common challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

P2P is generally a trust-less system as trade between peers has no influence from central
controller
Difficult to model decision making process of multiple energy trading parameters due to
conflicting interests of prosumers on the network
Establishing new regulation and policies that incentivise prosumer participation
Establishing rights and obligations of traders within a community
The unpredictability of human behaviour

The other main challenge that will be addressed further is that participating consumers would in
practice have contracts with both a supplier and separately with P2P exchanges, thus having multiple
electricity providers for the same metering point.
Community-based market
Community based markets are similar to P2P; however, the key difference is that there is a
community manager who oversees the trading activities within the community, and an intermediator
between the community and the system (Sousa, et al., 2019). This design still functions as a P2P
market, being applicable to community microgrids as well as neighbouring prosumers. Peers within
the community can either work together collaboratively or in a competitive manner. In either case,
all energy traded must go through a community manager. If peers intend to trade outside the
community, the community manager functions as an intermediary between them and the external
system.
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Composite Market
A composite market is a combination of fully decentralised and community-based markets (Sousa, et
al., 2019). In this design, each community and each prosumer can interact, so peers can engage in
P2P trading with each other, with the fully distributed markets, or join other prosumers in
community trading within a community.
Community self-consumption
This scenario is different than both P2P and community-based markets. In contrast of the prior
mentioned designs, instead of trading within a community, the community acts as whole rather than
collection of individuals. CEER (2019) categorised this possible model into 3 project categories:
1. Community owned generation assets
Renewable energy production is not consumed by community, but instead sold to suppliers, with
revenue shared among community members, sometimes to be reinvested in more renewable
generation.
2. Virtual sharing over grid
Communities produce and share renewable generation between members through public grid,
organised by a common energy supplier who is responsible for matching production and
consumption
3. Sharing local production through community grids
Energy produced is shared on private networks owned by the energy community. Generally, this
design is only used on disconnected islands.

5.0 - NEW MARKET STRUCTURE
The current physical grid, as well as the regulatory structures around DSOs and TSOs, were all
developed around one-way power flows. This raises challenges such as who DERs should sell their
generation to. While essentially all electricity markets are operated at the transmission level, DERs
are at the edge of the grid under jurisdiction of DSOs. Currently, aggregators, who are operating at
the distribution level, bundle up DER generation bid into the wholesale market, managed by market
operators, who then dispatch that energy to fulfil demand elsewhere at the distribution level again.
As more and more DERs aggregations start participating in the wholesale market, the question is
whether to reinforce the current market structure or conceive of something better able to handle the
increased levels of complexity DERs are expected to bring.
Two potential electricity market structures are explored in A Tale of Two Visions, L. Kristov, P. De
Martini and J. D. Taft (2016). Each of these characterise a different end state of a DER dominant
electric system. While the paper explores these alternatives in the context of the U.S. grid, the
explanation for each given here will be modified to the specifics of Europe’s grid. One key
distinction is that in the U.S, the role of Independent System Operator (ISO) has similar
responsibilities to that of the TSO, while also acting as a market operator for wholesale markets.
Therefore, in replace of ISO’s as referenced, here TSOs and market operators will be referred jointly.
The first structure proposed is The Grand Central Optimisation. This is the circumstances in which
the current structure is maintained, and TSOs/market operators continue to manage and dispatch all
aggregations of DERs that are bid in the wholesale markets, with vastly increased number of
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participants and complexity. All the while, the DSO would remain uninvolved in these operations,
maintaining its role of maintaining reliability at the distribution level. There are several problems
with this structure; the first is that DERs will often have competing obligations. On one hand, they
serve market operators by participating in wholesale markets, while on the other the DSO must
manage them at the level of distribution grid, with exclusive concerns for stability and reliability.
With an increasing share of energy generation coming from the distribution level there is the risk of
multiple units receiving dual instructions. This is what is referred to by the term “tier bypassing” –
where two or more system components have conflicting control objectives given multiple structural
relationships.
Additionally, it seems needlessly complex for distribution level generation to coordinate with the
transmission system and wholesale market in this way, particularly with the projected quantity and
diversity of generation types over varied geography across Europe. Depending on how numerous
DERs become, wholesale markets could potentially go from several dozens to hundreds of thousands
of participants. To manage this, there would need to be new regulations and policies anyway, with
the network codes needing to evolve faster than they can be revised. At a minimum, TSO-DSO
coordination would have to be vastly improved, and TSOs would need to develop methods of
visibility into all system levels.
An alternative idea, proposed in this same paper, is the structure to be explored further in this thesis.
The basis of this structure is that a larger share of distributed generation could make things simpler
for system operators, rather than more complex. It is referred to as a decentralised, layereddecomposition optimisation structure (DLOS). DLOS is defined as:
Decentralised – Based on the distributed generation
Layered-decomposition – Multiple levels of grid in a “layered” structure, where the responsibility
of each layer to self-optimise “decomposes” downward
Optimisation – Refers to each layer self-optimising, making the most effective use of the available
resources
Structure – The arrangement of the market given the above elements
As just referenced, this reconfigures how the market is structured from a simple one-way power flow
from transmission to distribution to, to multiple “layers”, each with one connection point to the
“above” layer. For example, a local distribution area may have a solar panel on each roof, a local
wind farm, and EV charging stations for cars. Based on the local distribution areas generation and
demand, the DSO would optimise the loads in this area. If there is an imbalance, the DSO requests
balancing from the TSO at a single transmission-distribution (T-D) interface. Alternatively, if there
is greater supply than demand, the DSO can bid the aggregated generation of the entire local area to
the market as a single bid. This would resolve several of the challenges posed by a high number of
DERs;
1. DLOS could simplify the role of market operators and TSOs – The total number of wholesale
markets bids would be greatly reduced (compared to projected scenarios), with only dozens or
hundreds of participants rather than the possibility of thousands. As well, it would remove any
obligations for the TSO to coordinate with the distribution level. The TSO/market operator simply
either supplies power or receives aggregated energy at one T-D interface for each connected local
distribution area. The TSO is then only responsible for reliability of the transmission system down to
the T-D interface.
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2. Tier Bypassing – This structure would isolate each “layer” (except at the T-D interface), with no
layer would requiring visibility into, or have responsibilities within any other layer. Everything
below the T-D interface would be managed by the DSO. The DSO would manage and keep track of
all DER dispatching, aggregation and interconnected microgrids across all local distribution areas in
its domain.
3. Scalability – This structure does not require all local distribution areas to have a T-D connection
point with the TSO. In fact, each area could have a connection at a distribution circuit “below”
another local distribution area, ad infinitum. The same pattern continues, each local distribution area
optimises itself, then communicates with the above layer the same way the distribution system
communicates with the “top level” transmission system, through a single interface. The responsibly
for optimisation and reliability decomposes downward each level, and supply and demand is either
offered or requested. As a growing number of energy prosumers and new neighbourhoods emerge,
this could scale seamlessly.
Now that the ideas have been outlined, there are greater specifics to both.

5.1 - GRAND CENTRAL OPTIMISATION
The Grand Central structure is a centralised, whole-system optimization performed by the TSO. In a
DER dominant electric system, this would require the TSO to have detailed information and
visibility into all system levels, including distribution system to the end use of customers meters, and
distribution-connected devices of both the utility and customer side. The TSOs function in this latter
case would manage a single virtual resource at each distribution interface in regions that operate
locational marginal pricing (LMP) markets, non-concerned with DERs or customers below the
interface, like the existing operations between balancing authorities.
The Grand Central Optimization is the status quo development of the current TSO/market operator
coordination, with the addition of locational marginal pricing for Europe. However, it also must
include a greater number and variety of DERs from both customer and utilities, individually and
aggregated. The current market structure for the participation of DERs can remain the same, with the
market operator issuing dispatches for which the DSO provides coordination to utilise qualified
DERs where economically feasible to support distribution.
This structure can be further subdivided into two classifications - the “minimal” DSO variant and the
“total” TSO variant. In the minimal DSO variant, the DERs would appear to the market operators
and TSOs as located at the T-D Substation. Under the total TSO variant, the TSOs network model
would account for all the distribution circuits, monitoring DERs in their specific geographic location
on those circuits, depending on new ICT technology and real-time data. This variant would require
such details as the spot market price and direct operational controls and depend on accurate models
of the power system that include asset ratings, topology and status to coordinate real-time estimates
of power flows and calculate prices along with control signals.
The paper argues that the technical complexity and challenges for the regulatory jurisdiction of the
total TSO structure make it impractical. However, in both options substantial new functions to
coordinate activities of the DERs would be required of the DSO. Primarily system reliability, while
DERs respond to market dispatching instructions and simultaneously provide other services to enduser customers.
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This structure in summary:
•
•

Dispatch of DERs for transmission-level and wholesale market services would come
primarily from the market operator
DSOs operational role over DERs would be limited to instruction or control signals for
maintaining distribution system reliability, while supporting wholesale market participation

5.2 – DECENTRALISED LAYERED-DECOMPOSITION OPTIMISATION
A layered decomposition is a decentralised structure where the optimisation of each layer only
requires visibility at interface points of the above and below layers, without visibility for what is
occurring within each layer. Rather than a multitude of DERs and DER aggregations which are bid
directly into the wholesale market to be scheduled and dispatch by the market operator, the DSO
would aggregate all DERs within each local distribution area. This includes DERs that third parties
aggregate into virtual resources. In this case the local distribution area is defined as the distribution
system infrastructure, where connected DERs and end-use customers are below a single T-D
interface substation, or a local marginal price node.
The total DSO provides a single bid, reflecting the net aggregate needs/capabilities within the local
distribution area to the wholesale market at the T-D interface, buying or selling energy, capacity, and
ancillary services to the grid. The TSO is then only required to optimise its system to balance net
interchanges at the above and below T-D substations, without visibility into each level’s distribution
infrastructure or any specific DERs. When a market bid from a DSO is cleared by the market
operator, the DSO determines the best utilisation of the DERs within the local distribution area in
response to the dispatch request, while simultaneously coordinating other DERs operations to meet
other grid demands. Therefore, it would become the DSOs responsibility/accountability to maintain
the real-time supply-demand balance within a local distribution area, depending on internal DERs
with additional interchange from transmission system or wholesale market.
This structure in summary
•
•
•

DSOs now responsible for optimising supply and demand within each local distribution area
One T-D interface between TSO domain and each local distribution area, no visibility
between levels
TSOs only offer balancing energy when requested

As referenced earlier, the decentralised layered structure is, at least conceptually, a superior design
for a DER dominant grid.

5.3 - ALTERNATIVE TAXONOMIES
There are several distribution level market models have been proposed in the literature or currently
being investigated in the United States and Europe:
o Distributed System Platform Provider (DSPP), being tested in New York under the
Reforming the Energy Vision program (New York State Department of Public Service, 2014)
o Distribution Network Operator (DNO) proposed by Wang et al (2015)
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o
o
o
o

Independent Distribution System Operator (IDSO) proposed by Tong and Welinghoff (2014)
Smart Energy Service Provider (SESP) proposed by Bremdal et al (2017)
Open Access Distribution System Operator (OA-DSO) (Kristov L. , 2020)
Distribution Market Operator (DMO) proposed by Khodaei, shahidehpour & Bahramirad
(2011)

While there are several titles for the role, all the proposals share common characteristics. In each,
there is a new role for an intermediary between proactive consumers and the TSO/market operator
(or Independent System Operator (ISO) in the U.S.). The main distinction is whether these entities
are an expanded role of the DSO or an entirely new entity. Operations in both cases are functionally
the same, as the expanded role of DSOs would essentially be equivalent to integrating a new separate
entity. However, it does concern regulators whether owners of physical distribution assets should
also operate a local market, as there are risks to neutrality. Another caveat is that established DSOs
may simply not be interested or capable of adopting this range of new responsibilities. That said,
given the DSOs established competences, as well as the fact that the functions of a local market
operator would be fundamentally connected to the physical assets, it may prove needlessly
complicated and inefficient to separate the roles. Additionally, given the risks of conflicting control
objectives, and the general objective of simplifying network operations, this paper will consider
integrating as many entities into the roles of DSO and TSO to be optimal.

5.4 - ALTERNATIVE SCHEMES
In a discussion paper by ISGAN, Annex 6 Power T&D Systems (IEA-ISGAN, 2019), the work by
SmartNet European research project and research by Gerard et al (2018), five TSO-DSO
coordination schemes were considered, and characterised by different market architectures and roles
of actors.
Centralised schemes:
Centralised ancillary service market model:
• TSO operates ancillary service market for both transmission and distribution level, without
DSO involvement
• No separate local market
• DSO role limited to system prequalification process and providing necessary data to TSO
Integrated flexibility market model:
• Market is open to regulated parties (TSOs, DSOs) and non-regulated parties (BSPs, traders)
• Common market is operated by neutral market operator, with multiple discrete auctions for
flexibility
• No separate local market. Resources are allocated based on willingness to pay
Either Centralised or Decentralised schemes:
Common TSO-DSO ancillary service market model:
• TSO and DSO share common objective to decrease costs in satisfying the resource
requirements of both the TSO and DSO
• Could be achieved through operation of common centralised market, or integration of local
market accompanying centralised market
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•

Both transmission level and distribution level resources participate in same market, and how
resources are utilised depends on combined optimisation, based on minimisation of system
costs

Decentralised schemes:
Local ancillary service market model:
• DSO organises separate local market for distribution grid connected resources
• DSO “clears market” (determines market price) and selects bids for local use
• DSO aggregates and transfers remaining bids to wholesale market
Shared balancing responsibility model:
• Pre-defined schedule divides balancing responsibilities between TSO and DSO
• DSO operates local market to adhere to balancing schedule
• TSO operates separate ancillary service market for transmission connected resources and
maintains responsibility for transmission balancing
The model this paper considers most closely resembles the Local Ancillary Service market, and
some practicalities of its implementation will reference this similar model.

5.5 - REQUIREMENTS
The (non-exhaustive) requirements for a decentralised layered structure include,
1. Enough DER penetration, resource diversity and market liquidity within a local distribution area to
enable the balancing of the local system by the DSO
2. An open access distribution-level market provided by the DSO for aggregated DER offers to the
wholesale market, as well as enabling peer-to-peer transaction within the local distribution area.
3. New regulatory frameworks to expand the role of DSOs, streamline interconnection process’,
ensure transparency and non-discrimination in the DSO planning and operating decisions and
outlined revenue opportunities from DERs/aggregations for both customer and utilities.
However, there are barriers to widespread DER adoption. A white paper by West Monroe Partners
reports (2016), with respect to the U.S, that,
-

61% of utility executives identified capital and financial constraints as greatest barrier to
DER adoption
46% of utility executives identified regulations as a barrier
61% of regulators identified inadequate regulations as the top barrier
33% of regulators highlight capital and financial constraints as the problem

In the paper Architectural Basis for Highly Distributed Transactive Power Grids (Taft, 2016), a
framework was proposed for coordinating DERs developed by the DOE’s Grid Modernization
Laboratory Consortium (GMLC). The stated the challenge is that third-parties own and manage these
DERs rather than energy utilities. Given the lack of a hierarchical approach, utilities lack the
necessary observability and controllability of DERs. The model proposed is a layered hierarchical
decomposition approach, called “laminar coordination”. The requirements for the model are such
that it is:
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1. Sufficiently flexible
2. Can be mapped to existing infrastructure
3. Integrates 3rd party systems
4. Respects organisational boundaries
5. Supports both centralised and distributed implementations
This paper largely addresses the engineering and software side of the challenge using a
mathematically optimised methodology and lays out the coordination structure to the framework.
This demonstrated that with respect to technology, it is entirely feasible for local areas to selfoptimise, and that the barriers are foremost regulatory and economic. Therefore, the objective of this
thesis is to layout a coherent regulatory framework for a decentralised, layered-decomposition
structure, and explore its feasibility in Europe.
6.0 – RESEARCH AIMS
Generally, there are two types of policy research, policy analysis and policy evaluation (Martin,
2010). Policy analysis is conducted prior to the implementation of a policy and is comparative. In the
analysis, various policies, procedures, and strategies should be considered to choose the most
suitable among them. This is done to formulate a specific policy and define the process of
implementation. Policy evaluation is conducted ex post implementation and is conducted to
determine the impacts of the policy. In this, case, policy analysis will be conducted, of which there
are three levels:
Directional Policy
• Most general level, broad in scope
• Signals intentions and priorities
• Outlines issues and long-term objectives
Strategic Policy
• Specifies which actions are to be taken to achieve policy objectives
• Provides clarity around implementation procedures
• Places emphasis on specific targets, outputs, and milestones
Operational Policy
• Most narrow in scope
• Outlines rules or procedures for operations that are required by a policy
The paper A tale of Two visions (Kristov, De Martini, & Taft , 2016) outlined a directional policy. It
identified current issues and provided a long-term objective to aim for. The intention of this thesis is
to conduct strategic policy research, taking the general concept and applying to the European system,
identifying specific regulatory changes that are required for its implementation.
What is being proposed here is a “market structure”. To facilitate this market structure requires a
new set of regulations, therefore what will be proposed is a “regulatory framework” that would allow
this market structure to operate. To do this, both qualitative and quantitative methods will be used.
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6.1 – METHEDOLOGY
The overall objective of this thesis is to propose a regulatory framework that would adapt a layereddecomposition structure to Europe’s internal energy market. To do this, the sub objectives are:
Conduct a general feasibility assessment
Exploring the generating capacity potential of DERs in Europe collectively, as well as the required
economic investment to achieve this level of generation. Based on:
• Publicly available EU data
• Previous studies on solar potential
• Wind Atlas Data
• LCOE and LACE data from IEA and IRENA
Detail Europe’s existing regulatory framework
• Electricity Network Codes and EU legislation
Propose revisions to the current framework
• Literature substantiated case
Conduct strategic policy assessment
• PEST Analysis
• Quantitative Decision Matrix
• Implementation Timeline
The first step to achieve the research aims of this paper is to address the question of feasibility, based
on the central precondition of whether there could be enough liquidity in local markets for
distribution areas to self-optimise. This will be done by calculating a rough capacity potential of
DERs in Europe, based on previous research, publicly available EU data for solar, and wind atlas
data. With this capacity, the levelised cost of energy and levelised avoided cost of energy formulas
will be used to calculate the rough investment costs of a full DERs diffusion scenario. The EU’s
currently regulatory structure for the electricity market will then be outlined to highlight the required
revisions. Each regulatory revision is intended to optimally adapt a decentralised layereddecomposition optimisation structure to Europe’s internal energy market. The revisions are based on
four primary determinants:
1. Local distribution areas self-optimising
2. Introduction of local energy markets
3. Literature based evidence about what existing regulatory tools are effective considering high
penetration of DERs and vRES (e.g forecasts shifting as close to real-time as possible)
4. Required DER coordination architecture, including identifying and defining the roles and
responsibilities for TSO, DO, and DER aggregators
There are several tools available to policy makers to evaluate a new regulatory framework. A PEST
(Political, Economic, Social and Technological) analysis will used to assess the relevant macroeconomic factors. This is intended to demonstrate that external factors and possible implications of
this framework have been considered. A decision matrix will be used to quantitatively compare three
alternative structures, a status quo “minimal DSO” structure, a grand central optimisation structure,
and a decentralised layered-decomposition structure with the supporting regulatory framework. A
timeline will then be proposed that outlines the phases of transition for the result of this decision
matrix.
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7.0 - GENERAL FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT
As referenced, the first step is to investigate what kind of impact distributed generation could have.
The capacity, as well as the number of generating units, and the differences between member states
are all relevant to this question. Given there are multiple levels of analysis that could be conducted,
this will be low-resolution, general assessment, of the capacity potential of DERs in Europe. A highresolution analysis would utilise a 2050-time horizon, accounting for changes in demand (both
increases due to electrification, and decreases due to efficiency improvements), changes in
technological efficiency of solar and wind, population changes and geographic specific wind
calculations. However, for this proposal to be well founded, it must be based on existing
technologies and data, rather than estimated projections. Additionally, it is both optimistic and
pessimistic. It is optimistic in evaluating all households in Europe, and assuming each could and
would be fitted with both wind and solar generating units, however it is also taking the lowest
assumed efficiency in each case, with the lowest average wind speed of each country and moderate
estimation of solar. Of course, this full DER diffusion scenario would never realistically occur; the
purpose of this is therefore not to calculate highly accurate data, but rather to calculate the upper
limits for a total capacity potential, and determine a feasible order of magnitude based on this.

7.1 - CAPACITY
For local distribution areas to self-optimise, they will need sufficient liquidity. This is the volume of
activity in the market, which is proportional to there being many buyers and sellers and thus
proportional to the capacity available. Determining how much capacity is enough is difficult to
pinpoint, as some local distribution areas could be 90% dependent on the centralised grid, while
others could be 0%. For this, we will need to determine a broader capacity at European scale.

7.1.1 - GENERATING SOURCES
In Section 4.0, generating DERs and their respective capacities were laid out, the generating units are
shown here in Table 4.
Table 4: DG units and their potential capacities (Capehart, 2016) (U.S Department of Energy,
2002)
Type of Unit
Combustion
Turbines
Microturbine
Fuel Cell
Biomass
Photovoltaic
Systems
Wind Systems
Hydro Systems

Classification
Fossil
Fossil
Renewable
Renewable
Renewable

Potential capacity
Mini – Large
(500kW to 25MW)
Mini - Small (25kW – 500kW
Mini (2kW – 30kW)
Small – Medium (10kW – 1MW)
Micro – Large (2kW to 5MW+)

Renewable
Renewable

Medium – Large (1MW – 5 MW)
Small – Large (10kW – 5MW+)
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For the purposes of this analysis, these energy resources need to be parsed into 3 more separate
categories;
Renewable vs fossil
Residential vs utility scale
Electrification vs combustible fuel sources
In keeping with the European Union’s objective of decarbonisation, DERs to be included in this
structure should be renewable. While combustion turbines could constitute a portion of a local areas
capacity, it would be at odds to encourage widespread adoption with the objective of carbon
neutrality by 2050, stipulated in the EU’s “green new deal” (EU Commission, Resolution on the
European Green Deal. 2019/2956 (RSP), 2019).
Secondly, in the future renewables such as solar, wind and hydro could either still compete in
wholesale markets or still be ‘utility scale’ but connected to the distribution grid (such as run-of-river
hydro). While distribution grid connected utilities could be key to a local area’s capacity, they are not
universally applicable to all regions. Some areas will be fortunate to have suitable topology for
hydropower, while others less so. Therefore, to keep the policy analysis as widely applicable as
possible, it must be narrowly focused on what could be feasible for all households and local areas.
Thirdly, one of the key methods to achieve decarbonisation is electrification. The EU Commission
has made a firm statement on this - “The ambition is clear: by mid-century, greenhouse gas
emissions from transport will need to be at least 60% lower than in 1990 and be firmly on the path
towards zero” (European Strategy for Low-Emission Mobility, 2016). More broadly than transport
BloombergNEF (2019) identified the electrification of buildings and industry as key sectors.
Electrification could account for 60% of the final energy demand of these sectors by 2050, compared
to the current 10%. Unfortunately, full decarbonisation of these industries is a challenge given hardto-abate activities such as aviation, shipping, and high-temperature industrial process (e.g cement
and steel). For residential consumption, with the electrification of transport and sector coupling of
district heating, tangible fuel sources such as biomass will likely be phased out (Gudmundsson,
Thorsen, & Brand, 2018). Germany has largely lost hope for bioenergy as a major source of
renewable energy, having been lowering the incentives and goals of biofuels in recent years (Morris,
2015). German energy minister Sigmar Gabriel, when discussing the limited growth path for
biomass installations in the Renewable Energy Act of 2016, argued that it did not make sense to
support biomass as the most expensive form of renewable power when compared to the falling prices
of other sources (Appunn, 2016). The state secretary of Germany’s energy transition Rainer Baake
concluded that wind and solar are the “clear winners”, with a very limited future for bioenergy
(Parkinson, 2016).
“..there are two clear winners, and they are wind and solar,”
“The question about the Energiewende (energy transition) is not a question about technology
anymore. We have them”
While heat sources such as Biomass boilers are good alternatives to natural gas, they may also be at
odds with the timescale this framework would be implemented over. With these caveats, our analysis
is narrowed down to generation from household PV and small-scale wind. This is not to say other
DER technologies would not play a role, but to limit the scope of this analysis, only these two DERs
are considered.
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7.1.2 - EUROPEAN HOUSEHOLDS

40722.6

Figure 9: Number of European Households per Member State (Eurostat, 2019)

7.1.3 - SOLAR POTENTIAL

The potential for photovoltaic solar in
Europe has been researched extensively.
Given the volume of studies, here will be
referenced a comprehensive analysis
published by the European Commission.
Figure 10 shows the yearly sum of global
irradiation in kWh/𝑚2 across Europe. As
expected, southern Europe experiences
much greater share of solar irradiation
than northern states. The average across
Europe is roughly 1,300 kWh/𝑚2

Figure 10: Photovoltaic solar electricity
potential in Europe (EU Commission,
PVGIS, 2006)
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The number of households will be used to determine the capacity potential of DER in Europe, given
the number of solar and wind generating units are directly relative. Figure 9 shows the estimated
number of private households for each European member state. Naturally, these are roughly
proportional to the population. The quantity of households will serve as the benchmark to determine
the number of generating units.

Table 5 contains several important metrics including available rooftop area, technical potential of PV
installations and share of total energy consumption that could be produced. The final consumption is
the gross aggregate consumption of each member state.
Table 5: Member State solar potential (Bodis, Kougias, Jager-Waldau, & Taylor, 2019)
(Eurostat, Energy available for final consumption, 2016)
MS
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

Available rooftop
area (k𝒎𝟐 )
151
183
150
85
31
185

Solar Potential
(GWh/year)
12,854
12,449
17,307
7,769
5,270
13,725

Final consumption
(GWh/year)
61,852
81,725
28,939
15,300
4,399
57,997

Potential Share %

120
27
102
1346
1523
128
191
56
752
30
58
9
5
283
469
170
354
108
29
462
157

5,720
1,220
4,941
125,580
104,313
17,090
18,034
2,919
88,651
1,432
2,923
696
782
17,629
30,910
24,259
35,877
9,079
2,704
65,244
7,255

31,152
7,139
80,759
440,971
517,377
53,463
37,541
26,099
286,027
6,482
9,750
6,372
2,114
105,332
132,839
46,353
43,569
24,987
13,026
233,172
127,496

18.4
17.1
6.1
28.5
20.2
32
48
11.2
31
22.1
30
10.9
37
16.7
23.3
52.3
82.3
36.3
20.8
28
5.7

20.8
15.2
59.8
50.8
119.8
23.7

Figure 11 shows the data above as graph of the GWh potential of each Member State from solar
photovoltaics. Solar potential generally corresponds with population, however there are exceptions.
Naturally, the Mediterranean generates proportionally higher per person. The highest potential is
Cyprus, with up to 119.8% of its annual consumption. This means already, an area like Cyprus could
utilise exclusively solar power to self-optimise the countries generation and demand. In contrast, the
Scandinavian countries offer little potential in this respect, with Finland and Sweden have potential
shares of 6.1% and 5.8% respectively. The total potential of every member state collectively adds to
roughly 636,632 GWh/year.
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Figure 11: Member State total solar potential (sourced from Table 5)

7.1.4 - WIND POTENTIAL
While many studies have been conducted of Europe’s broader wind potential, this paper is narrowly
focused on small-scale wind units deployed as DERs. In general, there are two types of small-scale
wind turbines (EESI, 2012).
Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT)
o Must be pointed toward wind to generate power (Some with sensors that turn to be facing
wind flow)
o Range from 10 metres to 50 metres high as opposed to utility scale at 90 meters high
Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT)
o Blades rotate around vertical shaft
o Can operate at lower wind speeds, and can be placed lower to the ground
o Can generate from wind blowing any direction (including vertically)
o Smaller space requirements, lower wake profile
o However, generate less power than HAWT
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A higher resolution analysis would determine which turbines were more geographically suited to the
location in Europe. While HAWT make sense for distribution grid connected utilities, for the scope
of this anlysis focusing on households, VAWT turbines are more feasible in their broader
application. These turbines generate capacity anwhere from 0.3 to 100 kW conditional to wind
speed. For this analysis, it is assumed one VAWT per household, operating at the average wind
speed of the respective member state. While not a highly accurate projection, as referenced this
calculation is an attempt to discern the orders of magnitude that are possible.
Figure 12 is a wind atlas map of Europe, showing average wind speed at a 10-metre height. From
this source, we can use the average onshore wind speed of each member state to calculate the
potential generating capacity of each VAWT unit.

Figure 12: Average wind speed map Europe (Global Wind Atlas, 2020)
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Calculation:
As stated, this is a simple calculation simply to determine an order of magnitude, rather than produce
useful data. It does not account for several physical and technical factors.

Figure 13: Examples of VAWT rotor designs (McLean, 2018)
Assuming:
2 metre width
Betz limit (upper estimate of capacity factor)
P = 𝐶𝑃 ×

1 3
ρU A
2

𝜌 = 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 1.225 kg/m3
𝐶𝑃 = 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 0.593
𝐴 = 𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝜋𝑑 = 6.28
𝑈 = 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
Using Austria as an example, according to (Global Wind Atlas, 2020) the average mean speed when
accounting for 100% of its landmass, is 3.5 m/s. Substituting this, calculates:

P = 𝐶𝑃 ×
P = 0.593 ×

1 3
ρU A
2

1
1.225 × 3.53 × 6.29
2

P = 97.95 Watts
Then converting watts into kWh per year
kWh per year =

𝑊
× 8,760
1000

= 𝟖𝟓𝟖 𝒌𝑾𝒉 𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓
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Taking the KWh per year average production values, and multiplying this by the number of
households, Figure 14 shows the rough capacity potential from wind DER units alone per Member
State can be calculated. Noticeably due to population size, Germany and France have quite large
capacity factors.

GWh / year
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Figure 14: Member States Wind Potential

Adding the combined potential of both wind and solar DER capacity, and graphing against the
demand of each Member State gives Figure 15. As shown, while smaller Member States such as
Cyprus and Romania could potentially self-optimise purely with DER generation, larger Member
States could supply roughly 30% of their final consumption through DERs.
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Figure 15: Total Member State Capacity Potential vs Final Consumption
Europe’s total final consumption is roughly 2,482,232 GWh per year, compared to a DER capacity
potential of 809,505 GWh, an average of 32.6% across member states. However, of this final
consumption roughly 27% is consumed by households (European Environmental Agency, 2017).
This means at full DER diffusion, member states could on average supply their entire household
demand.
There are multiple limitations in this analysis. This calculation is a rough calculation of the capacity
potential for residential prosumers, compared with total gross consumption. It does not include the
potential of utility scale community projects, of which the paper The Potential of Energy Citizens in
the European Union (Kampman, Blommerde, & Afman, M , 2016) calculates could be roughly
1,100,000 GWh. Which, if included, brings the total capacity to roughly 76% of current total
consumption. This would be exclusively distributed generation, which would still allow utility scale
renewables to supply the remainder. There’s also other consideration such as energy efficiency and
demand reductions in line with the EU’s 2030 and 2050 objectives.
In such a scenario, the quantity of capacity from DERs would demand significant revisions to the
current regulatory framework, particularly to the wholesale market structure. To illustrate this point,
Figure 16 serves as an example real supply/demand curve in the Netherlands. If grid restraints were
ignored and it was assumed that all distributed generation in the Netherlands were aggregated and
bid into the EPEX wholesale market on any average hour, it is shown that distributed generation
could replace all centralised bids.
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Figure 16: EPEX Spot exchange market clearing price on 12th March 2020 (Spot, 2020)
Taking the DER capacity potential of the Netherlands calculated in Figure 15 and converting to
MWh, we get.

32,662 × 1,000 = 32,662,000 𝑀𝑊ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
32,662,000 𝑀𝑊ℎ
= 89,484.9 𝑀𝑊ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦
365 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
89,484.9 𝑀𝑊ℎ
= 3,728.53 𝑀𝑊ℎ
24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
Therefore, at this arbitrary time frame, taking the average potential of DER capacity for the
Netherlands, the MWh demanded on the EPEX spot exchange would be entirely supplied by DER
aggregated bids. The point here is that the magnitude of capacity from DERs under the current
market design, could have several effects:
1. It will lower the revenue for all wholesale market participants as the market clearing price
received goes down (Heim, Krieger, & Liebensteiner, 2018).
2. Centralised utilities, despite our continued dependence, may struggle to recuperate their fixed
costs.
3. The market operators will have to organise and dispatch a vast number of bids, all of which are
located at the distribution level, without having visibility into this layer.
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7.2 - ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT
Based on the potential capacity, we can use this information to determine the economic costs of
achieving this level of generation. To compare different sources of energy, economists use a formula
called the “Levelised Cost of Electricity” (LCOE) (Greenlaw & Taylor, 2017). This equates to the
Net Present Value of revenue from the plant’s output with the Net Present Value of the production
costs. In this scenario, the intention is to rearrange the LCOE formula to estimate the lifetime cost to
build the previously calculated amount solar and wind capacity. In this case, taking the global
weighted average LCOE for wind and solar, and using the standard variables for discount rate and
project lifetime, the potential kWh’s of capacity can be used to estimate the investment costs.
The formula for Levelised Cost of Energy is:

𝐶𝑖
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝐸𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=0
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=0

Where,
𝐶𝑖 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 & 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)
𝐸𝑖 = 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑖 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)
𝑑 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑖 = 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
Calculating for Solar:
LCOE: Average residential solar PV LCOE in Europe calculated to be 0.19 euro/kWh (Bodis,
Kougias, Jager-Waldau, & Taylor, 2019)
Discount Rate: Grant Thornton 2018’s renewable energy survey found the average discount rate for
solar was 5.5% (Grant Thorton, 2019)
Lifetime: Solar has a useful lifetime of 25 to 40 years, taking the midpoint of this yields 32.5
(IRENA, 2016)
Electricity Generated: Using the total solar potential in Europe of 6.3 × 1011 𝑘𝑊ℎ, the equation
can be rearranged to calculate the investment costs required.

𝐶𝑖
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝐸𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=0
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=0
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𝑛

∑
𝑖=0

𝑛

∑
𝑖=0

𝐸𝑖 (1 + 𝑑)𝑖
× 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖

6.3 × 1011 (1 + 0.055)32.5
× 0.19 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(1 + 0.055)32.5

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 11.97 × 1010
or
€ 119.7 billion
Calculating for Wind:

Figure 17: Levelized cost of energy (after incentives) for selected small wind projects (U.S
Department of Energy, Wind Market Report., 2018)
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Based on calculations in section 7.1.4, the average generation capacity for VAWT turbines across
Europe was 109.26 Watts or 0.109 kW.
LCOE: Taking the upper range from the U.S department of energy, 2018 Wind Market Report
yields roughly 0.25 (Wind Market Report., 2018)
Discount Rate: Grant Thornton 2018’s renewable energy survey found the average discount rate for
wind was 6% (Grant Thorton, 2019)
Lifetime: Wind has a useful lifetime of 20 years (IRENA, 2012)
Electricity Generated: Using the total solar potential in Europe of 1.72 × 1011 𝑘𝑊ℎ, the equation
can be rearranged to calculate the investment costs required.
𝑛

1.72 × 1011 (1 + 0.06)20
∑
× 0.25 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(1 + 0.06)20
𝑖=0

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 4.3 × 1010 (USD)
or
€ 39.7 billion
Exchange rate sourced from (Morningstar for Currency, 2020)

7.2.1 - LEVELISED AVOIDED COST OF ENERGY
The Levelised Avoided Cost of Electricity (LACE) is a simple economic calculation used as a
measure against LCOE over a specific time and area (EIA, 2020). When LACE exceeds LCOE of a
technology, that technology would be attractive to build. The value-cost ratio serves as a reasonable
point of comparison of economic competitiveness between technologies. Estimating LACE is more
of a challenge than LCOE, given that it requires information about how the system would operate
under conditions that exclude the technology. The LACE examples used here have been calculated
by the EIA (2020). The method of calculation was based on the marginal value of energy and
capacity as a result of an additional unit of the respective technology as the system currently exist.
LACE then represents the potential value of the project in terms of how it contributes to satisfying
energy requirements. As it is calculating using existing grid data, it accounts for variation in daily
and season demand, as well as the characteristics of energy mix to which it is introduced.
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Table 6: LACE for new generation resources entering service in 2025 (USD/kWh) (EIA, 2020)
Calculated LACE (USD/kWh)
Minimum

Average

Maximum

Onshore Wind

0.0236

0.0329

0.0481

Solar photovoltaic

0.0283

0.0341

0.041

Given such projects would become attractive when LACE exceeds LCOE, a ratio can determine the
required reduction in costs or improvements of efficiency (both calculate to the same percentage).
Solving for cost reduction percentage, solar:
Exchange rate sourced from (Morningstar for Currency, 2020)

% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐿𝐴𝐶𝐸
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸

0.0341
0.21 (0.19 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜 𝑖𝑛 𝑈𝑆𝐷)

% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.16 = 84%
This means costs will need to decrease roughly 84% to be economically attractive.

Solving for cost reduction percentage, wind (both in USD):

% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

0.0329
0.25

% 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.13 = 86.8%

This means costs will need to decrease roughly 87% to be economically attractive.
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Additionally, the required LACE can be substituted as the value for LCOE and rearrange the formula
to calculate the required cost for same generation.

Calculating required cost, solar:
𝐶𝑖
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖
𝐿𝐴𝐶𝐸 = 𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝐸𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=0
(1 + 𝑑)𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=0

𝐶𝑖
(1 + 0.55)32.5
0.0341 =
6.3 × 1011
∑𝑛𝑖=0
(1 + 0.55)32.5
∑𝑛𝑖=0

𝑛

∑
𝑖=0

6.3 × 1011 (1 + 0.055)32.5
× 0.0341 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(1 + 0.055)32.5

= 2.1 × 1010 𝑈𝑆𝐷
Or € 19.4 billion

Calculating required cost, wind:

𝑛

∑
𝑖=0

1.72 × 1011 (1 + 0.06)20
× 0.0329 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(1 + 0.06)20

= 5.6 × 109 𝑈𝑆𝐷
Or € 5.1 billion
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While not completely unrealistic, as the BNEF New Energy Outlook (BloombergNEF, 2019)
projects that Solar PV prices will drop likely 63% by 2050, both cases are unlikely to reach this cost
reduction in a status quo scenario.
Solar and Wind have lower LCOEs at utility scale than residential installations. Therefore there is the
possibility that a coordinated roll-out of DERs across Europe may be such a sizeable enough
investment that the LCOE could be pushed to that of utility scale, or even lower, but the downward
pressure on prices would depend on who is procuring the capacity and how much.
There are more caveats to be made here. Firstly, there many assumptions that go into estimating both
formulas, including the discount rate and lifetime for LCOE and geographic specific conditions for
LACE. Secondly, this is only calculating to what degree such investments would be economically
attractive based on a first-order economic competitiveness point of comparison. It does not include
factors such as policy and non-economic drivers. It also does not include other economic
considerations such as emission reductions savings, network expansion costs abated, electricity
prices for consumers, and other economic gains as a result.
These rough projections dictate that with significant DER diffusion, a bulk of Europe’s energy
demands could be supplied by distributed generation, however an economic scenario would largely
depend on complementary policy.

7.3 - TIME HORIZON
Many of the proposals to be made in this paper are largely conditional to the time scale that is being
discussed. As such, the time horizon that these proposals would be implemented in needs to be
defined. The year 2050 has been identified by the EU as the target date for carbon neutrality and the
completion of the internal energy market (European Commission, 2012). This provides a reliable
waypoint for what needs to be done between now and then. Not all policy proposals in this paper
would be implemented simultaneously, but all of them collectively could form the end state of the
internal energy market. A timeline for the implementation schedule will be explored in section 11.
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8.0 - MARKET STRUCTURE
Figure 18: Coordination skeleton of the current market structure
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Figure 19: Coordination skeleton of the proposed market structure
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Smart
Building

Prosumer

Prosumer

8.1 – EU REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
There is a myriad of ways the existing regulatory framework can be detailed. Given every element
has both temporal and spatial dimensions, with each component being deeply interlinked. It is
difficult to discuss any individual element in isolation, as no role is perfectly independent. Each
aspect detailed here will therefore require references to other aspects.
The EU’s current approach to greater renewable integration is to increase the number of
interconnections between regions and power exchanges at the transmission system level (Martini, et
al., 2018). At the same time, the potential benefits of distributed generation are recognised, with an
emphasis on ancillary services such as demand response (DR). The Clean Energy Package intends on
unlocking the potential for demand response in Europe, of which, the total capacity is currently at 20
GW, but with a potential to reach 160 GW in 2030 (SEDC, 2017). Demand response for “peak load
shaving” (controlling load when demand is peaking) has been the first step in DER utilisation. Under
the current design, DSOs can also offer flexibility and aggregated DER services to TSOs, as well as
using DERs for congestion management in the distribution system. The long-term approach for the
EU is enhancing TSO and DSO coordination, with improved coordination and data exchanges.

8.1.1 - AREAS
There are several “areas” of the European energy market that have diverse sets of obligations and
capacities (Schittekatte, Reif, & Meeus, 2019). They have little in common apart from the fact they
are all geographic in scope. There are significant overlaps between them all, and none operate in
isolation. Therefore, these zones will be simply introduced, and their respective roles with become
clear in the following sections.

Internal Energy Market
Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

Synchronous Area

CC Region

Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

LFC Block
Consists of / is sub(one or more) area of

Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

LFC Area
Bidding Zone

Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

Monitoring Area

Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

Consists of (sub)
(one or more) area of

Scheduling Area

Figure 20: EU Internal Energy Market Areas (Schittekatte, Reif, & Meeus, 2019)
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The following areas/blocks are ranked in size.
Synchronous Area in the EU internal electricity market is the area of continental Europe covered by
interconnected Transmission System Operators (TSOs) with a harmonised system frequency.
Responsibilities:
• Fulfilling the frequency quality target parameters utilising frequency containment process
Load-Frequency Control (LFC) Block is defined in SO GL (Art. 3(18)) as ‘a part of a synchronous
area or an entire synchronous area, physically demarcated by points of measurement at
interconnectors to other LFC blocks, consisting of one or more LFC areas, operated by one or more
TSOs fulfilling the obligations of load-frequency control.’.
Responsibilities:
• Managing grid frequency, dispatching frequency restoration reserves
• Dispatching replacement reserves to balance power in synchronous areas
Load-Frequency Control Area (LFC Area) is defined in SO GL (Art. 3(2)(12) as
‘part of a synchronous area or an entire synchronous area, physically demarcated by points of
measurement of interconnectors to other LFC Areas, operated by one or more Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) fulfilling the obligations of load-frequency control’.
Responsibilities:
• Maintain power interchanges at scheduled values
• Cooperating in frequency restoration
• Accounting for inadvertent energy deviations within the respective area
A monitoring area is defined in SO GL (Art. 3(145)) as ‘a part of the synchronous area or the entire
synchronous area, physically demarcated by points of measurement at interconnectors to other
monitoring areas, operated by one or more TSOs fulfilling the obligations of a monitoring area’.
Responsibilities:
• Calculating and monitoring active power interchanges in real-time
• Fulfilling quality target parameters using frequency restoration
A scheduling area is the smallest system operation area. It can be equal to one or multiple control
areas but is always smaller than the bidding zone. All actions related to the balancing mechanism are
done at the level.
Responsibilities:
• Imbalance Measurement is per scheduling area (except where central dispatching model in
place)
• Balancing service providers and balancing responsible parties belong to same scheduling area
(EB GL, Art. 16(8))
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8.1.1.1 – Coordination Capacity Calculators and Capacity Calculation Regions
To coordinate between bidding zones, Capacity Calculation Regions (CCR) were established
( Bente, 2017). This is the geographic area in which the capacity calculation is applied. Each
capacity calculation region covers a set of bidding zone borders. They are of importance in all the
electricity market codes. Coordination Capacity Calculators (CCC) are tasked with calculating the
regional level of transmission capacity. All necessary inputs are received from the TSO on all
bidding zone border within the capacity calculation regions. Regional Security Coordinators (RSCs)
are strongly tied with the capacity calculation regions. They are owned or controlled by the TSO to
perform their regional coordination tasks. Regional security coordinators core responsibilities are
concerned with grid security in at least one or more capacity calculation region.
8.1.1.2 - Bidding zones
Currently, the EU has a zonal pricing system to match electricity trading and physical network flows
(CACM GL, 2015). Zonal pricing is where electricity wholesale prices differ between different
“bidding zones” that reflect transmission costs. Within each zone pricing is homogenous and is
treated as “copper plate” (physical capacity is infinite). In reality, there are many physical constraints
within transmission and distribution networks. Bidding zones are then, with respect to transmission,
interconnected cross-zonally. Most bidding zones in Europe are “coupled”, which means an
algorithm matches the purchases offers of all countries with the least expensive generation units
across the area, in which case pricing of the two zones converges for a period. When congestion
occurs, the prices between the zones diverge again, in which case the markets will “split”. This price
differential is referred to as “congestion rent” and provides revenue for TSOs who own the
transmission lines.
Bidding zones go through periodic review, with the prices that are established being constant
between reviews. The criteria for reviewing bidding zones include (CACM GL, 2015):
• The security of the network
• The overall efficiency of the market
• Robustness and stability of bidding zones

8.1.1.3 - Control areas
Control areas are defined as a section of an interconnected system that is operated by a single TSO
(CACM GL, 2015). The TSO is responsible for operational security in the control area. In most
cases, control areas and bidding zones match. However, some countries have several control areas in
one bidding zone (Germany) or several bidding zones in one control area (Sweden).

8.1.2 - ACTORS
Actors are legal entities identified in the network codes that have defined responsibilities. These
actors are diverse in their roles and can be completely independent or overlapping significantly.
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8.1.2.1 - TSOs
Tasks of the TSO in Europe, specific to the network codes, include but are not limited to:
o Common Grid Model (CGM)
o Coordinated Capacity Calculation (CCC)
o Coordinated Security Analysis (CSA)
o Outage Planning Coordination (OPC)
o Short Term Adequacy Forecasts (STA)
o Improved Individual Grid Models (IGM)
o Data Exchanges (CGM)
Foremost of these tasks is the establishment of a common grid model (CGM). The common grid
model is a “Union-wide data set agreed between various TSOs describing the main characteristic of
the power system (generation, loads and grid topology) and rules for changing these characteristics
during the capacity calculation process” (Article 2 of the CACM GL, 2015). In simple terms, it is a
mathematical model of the grid that offers the operational data of all major assets with time frames
from a year in advance until the day of delivery. The objective of the common grid model is to
enable transmission capacity calculations in day-ahead and intraday timeframes, calculating longterm capacity and various system operation processes.

Relationship with DERs
Under current market design, DERs can offer TSOs ancillary services, as shown in table 7.
Table 7: DER services to TSO (ENTSO-E, 2015b)
Type of Market

Service Traded

Capacity or
Energy

Duration of service

Market need served by
DER

Ancillary Service
Market

Primary Reserves

Capacity

Up to 15 minutes
(conditional)

Direct Control e.g – Aggregated
EV’s, commercial/residential
loads, electrical heating, storage
systems

Secondary Reserves

Capacity

15 minutes – several
hours

Direct Control: Aggregated
EV’s residential continuous
loads, electrical heating, storage
systems

Transmission
Congestion
Management

Energy

Several hours

Aggregated EV’s, energy
storage and CHP units

8.1.2.2 - DSOs
EU DSO entities have several tasks laid out in Article 55 of Regulation 2019/943 including:
•
•
•

Operation and planning of distribution network, in coordination with that of transmission
networks
Facilitating integration of renewable energy sources and DERs
Facilitating demand side flexibility and grid users’ access to markets
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However, as discussed in previous sections, the role of DSOs is becoming increasingly complex with
the expectation of connecting new decentralised generation and enabling the individual prosumers
and communities to participate in new market models. An additional complication is that unlike
TSOs, DSO do not have a single organisation like the European Network of Transmission System
Operators (ENTSO-E) (Art 52 of e-Regulation). There are four trade associations that represent
DSOs - Eurelectric, GEODE, CEDEC and EDSO for Smart Grids. The Clean Energy Package has
proposed the establishment of a single European Entity for DSOs (EU Commission, 2019). This
entity could be essential for the accommodation of this new structure.
DSOs currently received revenues in the form of network charges (Scheepers & Werven, 2005).
These include:
o Use of system (UoS) charges (paid by consumers or distributed generation producers)
o Connection charges (paid by consumers or distributed generation producers)
Relationship with DERs
Under current market design, DERs can offer DSOs ancillary services and capacity, as listed in table
8.
Table 8: DER services to DSO (ENTSO-E, 2015b)

Type of Market

Service Traded

Capacity or Energy

Market need served by DER

Ancillary Service
Market

Voltage control

Capacity

Direct Control e.g – Aggregated EV’s,
residential loads, storage systems

Distributed congestion
management

Energy

Direct Control: Aggregated EV’s,
energy storage and CHP units

Generation capacity
planning

Capacity

Aggregated loads and generation

Capacity Market

8.1.2.3 – Balancing Service Providers and Balancing Responsible Parties
Balancing markets are concerned with both energy and capacity. In the current framework, the TSO
organises and is the single purchaser of balancing energy and capacity (EB GL, 2017). Balancing
service providers (BSP) are market participants that have reserve capacity or reserve providing
units/groups that offer services for the TSO to balance power. Balancing service providers
participating in the balancing capacity or energy markets and associated balancing responsible
parties share the same scheduling area. Balancing responsible parties are a market parties or market
party representatives who manage imbalances, in the form of independent generators, transmission
grid connected industrial consumers, or some combination of generators and consumers. Balancing
service providers that are contracted in balancing capacity markets must offer balancing energy for
their contractual duration. Balancing service providers without contracted balancing capacity may
also bid in balancing markets. TSOs may also compel balancing service providers to offer unused
generation capacity (Article 18(7) of the EB GL, 2017). Imbalance measurements are done per
scheduling area, meaning the imbalance area matches the scheduling area, unless under central
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dispatching model where imbalance area is only part of the scheduling area (Article 54(2) of the EB
GL, 2017). Balancing service providers and associated balancing responsible parties participating in
balancing markets belong to same scheduling area (Article 16(8) of the EB GL, 2017).

8.1.2.4 – Nominated Electricity Market Operators
Nominated Electricity Market Operators (NEMOs) are the power exchanges, or the “wholesale
markets”, where day-ahead and intraday market trading of energy occurs. These exchanges collect
and match bids within distinct timeframes for bidding zones, however they also increasingly organise
trade between bidding zones (Schittekatte, Reif, & Meeus, 2019). This was previously done
exclusively as ‘Over-The-Counter’ (OTC) trades (Meeus, Purchala, & Belmans, 2005). To facilitate
this transition a common framework for power exchanges is required. The capacity allocation and
congestion management guideline outline their roles. NEMOs are defined as the designated entity to
perform tasks of day-ahead and intraday coupling. They are essentially power exchanges that
organise cross-zonal electricity trades. Each member state must ensure there is at least one NEMO in
its territory.
Two types of NEMOs exist in the EU:
• Cost-of-service regulated NEMOs (monopoly)
• Merchant power exchange NEMOs (competitive)
The specific responsibilities of the NEMOs are listed in Article 7(1) of the CACM GL (2015):
“Their [NEMOs] tasks shall include receiving orders from market participants, having overall
responsibility for matching and allocating orders in accordance with the single day-ahead and
intraday coupling results, publishing prices and settling and clearing the contracts resulting from
the trades according to relevant participant agreements and regulations.”
In addition, they must act as the Market Coupling Operator (MCO), the function of which is
matching orders from the day-ahead and intraday markets of different bidding zones and cross-zonal
capacities simultaneously. All NEMOs jointly collaborate with the coordination capacity calculators
to do these tasks.

8.1.2.5 - Prosumers
“Prosumers” is a broad term that refers to energy consumers who also produce their own energy
from DERs, primarily from variable renewable energy sources (Marcantonini & Labandeira, 2016).
The IEA categorised prosumer installations below 10 kW as “Residential” (IEA, 2014). EU level
legislation has no official definition for prosumers, but one relevant to this framework would include
elements of self-production, self-consumption, the ability to react to dynamic pricing, use of demand
response and integration with grid that allows bi-directional flows and revenue opportunities.
Additional common elements to categorise prosumers would be the size of generating installations,
power generated, installation ownership and operation. The Clean Energy Package partially outlines
the roles of “household customer” (strictly consumers) and “active customers” (who consume, store,
and sell electricity), however there are no common rules regarding remuneration for supplying the
grid with electricity (EU Commission, 2019). Several countries offer Feed-in Tariffs, alongside netmetering and premiums. Other incentives offered depending on country include green certificates,
support for investments/loans, and tax deductions.
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8.1.3 - CAPACITY (Cross-zonal)
8.1.3.1 – Long-term
The forward capacity allocation guidelines describe two long-term cross-zonal capacity transmission
right products. (Batlle, Mastropietro, & Gómez-Elvira, 2014)
•

Physical Transmission Rights (PTR):
Entitles the buyer transmission rights for a specific amount of power between two nodes for a
certain period. PTR holders must also nominate their intention to exercise the right before a
day ahead deadline.

•

Financial Transmission Rights (FTR):
Hedges the buyer against market price difference of two bidding zones. Can be in the form of
obligations or options. The contracts have no impact on economic dispatch or actual use of
transmission lines. In the case of obligations, the holder receives value of the entitlement
when it is positive but must pay the counterparty otherwise.

Both rights can be applied but not in parallel in the same bidding zone. Physical transmission rights
are linked to physical capacity, therefore nominated cross-zonal capacity can no longer be offered in
the day-ahead, intraday, or balancing timeframes. Additionally, the only selling counterparty can be
the TSO. Any market participant can offer financial transmission rights since they do not have an
impact on cross-zonal capacity offered in any of the mentioned time frames (Batlle, Mastropietro, &
Gómez-Elvira, 2014) They are still however linked to congestion rent and issued by the TSO. The
overall amount of physical and financial transmission rights is conditional on physical transmission
capacity (Spodniak, Collan, & Makkonen, 2017).
8.1.3.2 – Short-term
There are two market-based arrangements for short-term allocation of cross-zonal transmission
capacity (CACM GL, 2015);
1. Explicit – Transmission capacity and energy are traded separately. Participants who intend to sell
power across a bidding zone border must first acquire and nominate the transmission capacity.
2. Implicit – Transmission capacity and electricity are traded simultaneously. Cross-zonal trades can
be made without acquiring transmissions capacity if interconnectors are not congested.
Europe also currently has two methods for performing cross-zonal capacity calculations. Coordinated
Net Transfer Capacity (CNTC) or flow-based (FB) approaches. Flow-based is the primary approach
for the day-ahead and intraday capacity calculations where capacity between bidding zones is highly
interdependent. CNTC should only be in regions where capacity between bidding zones is less
interdependent. CNTC cross-zonal capacity for more than one link is independent of flows on other
cross-zonal links. Capacity allocation from the TSO takes place ex ante separated from the market
clearing. This approach is compatible with explicit and implicit allocations and is currently used in
European market except for CentralWest Europe. The flow-based approach is only compatible with
implicit allocation or market coupling; hence it is referred to as flow-based market coupling
(FBMC). In this case capacity is allocated partly ex ante and partly simultaneously to the market
clearing, as transmission constraints are included in the market clearing.
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8.1.4 MARKETS
Electricity
Components

Sequence of electricity markets in the EU

1. Energy

Forward Energy
Markets

2. Transmission
Capacity

Forward Crosszonal Transmission
Markets

3. Reserves
/flexibility

Real-time
balancing market
Short-term
coupled energy
markets
(DAM + IDM)
Activation of
Balancing Energy

Balancing Capacity
Market

T – years/months

T – 24 hours

Gate Closure
T-1h/5min

Delivery

Figure 21: Sequence of electricity markets in the EU (Schittekatte,
Reif, & Meeus, 2019)

8.1.4.1 - Day-Ahead
The day-ahead market is a double-side blind auction (Neuhoff, Richstein, & May, 2016). By noon of
day before delivery, all market parties submit bids for each hour of the day of delivery, the NEMO
then adjusts the positions. The clearing price is the highest bid that meets demand, for which all bids
receive the same price in the current uniform marginal pricing. The target model of the European
Commission is greater emphasis on the day-ahead auctions with implicit transmission capacity
operated by power exchanges. The day-ahead prices act as a reference for forward markets. (Meeus
L. , 2011).
8.1.4.2 – Intra-day
In the intraday market, as referenced earlier in the paper, is the continuous purchasing and selling of
energy during the same day as delivery. This is done during several auctions throughout the day, or
in a continuous “pay-as-bid” system, where offers are immediately matched with bids when possible.
The target model for intraday market is laid out in CACM GL (2015) – continuous trading with
implicit allocation of cross-zonal capacity. Integrating intraday markets significantly increases
opportunities for market parties to trade close to real-time since they can benefit from liquidity
available in adjacent bidding zones increasing the matching probabilities.
A shifting dynamic of the electricity market is the higher share of intermittent wind and solar
generation in intraday trading. The closer to real-time trading is done, the more accurate vRES and
demand forecasts are. Intraday production schedules can be adjusted according to this demand.
Unlike the day-ahead market, the intraday market design is not harmonised in the EU. In some
countries such as the Netherlands, after the day-ahead market auction there is continuous trading
with hourly products, while in countries like Spain, multiple intraday auctions are held. Some
countries like Germany have a combination of the two (Brijs T. , De Jonghe, Hobbs, & Belmans,
2017).
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Continuous trading has challenges, such as capacity being allocated on a first-come, first-served
basis, which favours rapid rather than efficient traders. They do on the other hand allow participants
to trade imbalances as soon as they appear. New information can therefore be used continuously,
improving informational efficiency of trades (Hagemann & Weber, 2015). According to a public
consultation in April 2017 held by ACER, it was stated it’s not possible to efficiently price intraday
cross-zonal capacity with only continuous trading (ACER, 2017).

8.1.4.3 - Balancing
Balancing Markets
There are two existing balancing markets laid out in the EB GL (Article 30) (2017), which focuses
on multiple aspects of the balancing including types of reserves, sizing and roles of responsibility.
1. Balance market for capacity
Trading from one year until real time (exact timing not harmonised in EU). Generators and demand
are contracted to be available to deliver required balance in real-time.
2. Second balance market for energy
In this market, generators & demand propose a price for increasing/decreasing their capacity in realtime. These bids must be submitted before gate closure. Those contracted in the balancing capacity
market are obliged to participate.
Pricing Balancing Energy
There are two models for pricing balancing energy (EB GL, 2017):
1) Pay-as-bid model
All balancing service providers who dispatch receive the same price for their bid. This is so the
average balancing energy cost will be lower than the marginal balancing action cost.
2) Marginal pricing model
All balancing service providers who dispatch receive the same price for the marginal bid. In this
case, the average balancing energy cost equals that of the marginal balancing action cost. Therefore,
it is irrelevant whether the price is set at the average or marginal cost of balancing energy as it is the
same in both cases.
Balancing Energy Activation
Two approaches to activation of balancing energy, reactive and proactive balancing.
Reactive balancing is the counteraction of real-time imbalances, while proactive is balancing before
real-time based on forecasts. (Bossuyt, Schwarz , Jong, & Wit, 2016) makes a rationale for both
approaches; ‘The objective of the proactive approach is to minimize the overall balancing costs by
reducing the average balancing energy price, whereas in the reactive approach, the objective is to
minimize the overall balancing cost by reducing the volume of balancing energy.’
A second distinction is when applying the reactive approach, TSOs generally do not procure
restoration reserves (RR), conversely to the proactive approach, for which the TSO can activate
either manual frequency restoration reserves (mFRR) or RR if intervention before real-time is
required (Elia & Tennet, 2014).
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Reactive balancing relies on high liquidity in the intraday market and an intraday gate closure that is
close to real-time. In such case, balancing responsible parties can trade imbalances, which minimises
the likely need to activate larger volumes of balancing energy during real time. On the other hand, a
proactive approach distorts intraday market function for two reasons; firstly, proactive balancing that
has been procured is no longer available to trade in the intraday market, thus lowering supply.
Secondly, minimising real-time imbalances also minimises balancing prices. In which case,
balancing responsible parties have less incentive to trade intraday which consequently reduces
demand in the market.
Balancing Energy Dispatching
There two different dispatch models in the EU: self-dispatch and central dispatch (Article 2(17) of
EB GL, 2017). Self-dispatch models can be reactive or proactive in balancing energy activation,
while central dispatch models are generally proactive in their balancing.
Self-dispatch is defined as : ‘a scheduling and dispatching model where the generation schedules
and consumption schedules as well as dispatching of power generating facilities and demand
facilities are determined by the scheduling agents of those facilities’
While central dispatch is: ‘the generation schedules and consumption schedules as well as
dispatching of power generating facilities and demand facilities, in reference to dispatchable
facilities, are determined by a TSO within the integrated scheduling process’
Under self-dispatch, markets such as balancing energy and capacity are organised for different
purposes, and economic incentives become more important, while central dispatch gives the TSO a
much greater role, with balancing, capacity procurement and congestion management being done
simultaneously under an integrated scheduling process (Marneris & Biskas, 2015). Self-dispatching
model in more in line with the target model of Europe (Article 37 and Article 2(18) of Directive
2009/72/EC). It has also been deemed essential for the balancing products to be standardised and
balancing energy gate closure to be harmonised.

8.1.4.4 - DER market participation
Table 9: DER market participation (ENTSO-E, 2015b)
Type of Market

Trading time frame

Capacity or
Energy

Notification time
before real time

Market need served by
DER

Wholesale
electricity market

Intraday market

Energy

24 hours to
several minutes

Aggregated loads and
generations

Day-ahead market

Energy

Several days to
hours

Aggregated loads and
generations
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8.2 - NEW REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Hogan (2009) highlighted a dichotomy between two regulatory approaches to improving electricity
market design. The first is “Little r” regulation. This approach considers the electricity market as a
whole, with an accompanying set of policies that present the “best mixture” to support competitive
markets. In this case, all proposals are considered within a larger framework. The alternative is “Big
R” regulation. In contrast, Big R regulation isolates the problem, and does not consider its external
impacts. An example of this would be new infrastructure to address congestion, where all other
related issues are addressed in ad hoc fixes. As Hogan points out, the latter can create a “slippery
slope” problem, of ad hoc solutions can cause new problems, creating a domino effect of additional
fixes from regulators. The market design explored here will therefore be a ‘Little r’ approach, as each
component of the market be considered as part of the whole. This regulatory framework has been
formulated with four primary determinants.
1. Local distribution areas self-optimising
2. Introduction of local energy markets
3. Literature based evidence about what existing regulatory tools are effective considering high
penetration of DERs and vRES. (e.g forecasts shifting as close to real-time as possible)
4. The required DER coordination architecture, including identifying the roles and responsibilities
for TSOs, DSOs, and DER aggregators
This proposal will serve as a “completed energy market”. Some of these proposals may be
implemented at different times, and even in different ways, to progress toward the “completed” state.
It should also be noted that proposals made here could be politically and socially sensitive.
Particularly advocating for the restructuring or abolition of existing market entities. The potential
ramifications this regulatory framework will be explored more section 9.0.
8.2.1 – REVISED AREAS
In this framework, the synchronous area would remain continental Europe. TSOs operations remain
mostly the same, with system frequency still harmonised between zones. The implications of TSOs
maintaining responsibility for system frequency means load frequency control blocks and by
extension load frequency control areas are maintained. While they can be reconfigured for associated
reasons, this market structure is perfectly compatible with the existing framework.
Conversely, the monitoring and scheduling areas require reconfiguration. In the monitoring area,
consisting part of a synchronous area, there are targets for frequency restoration quality parameters.
This responsibility would be maintained by the TSO. The geographic scope can also remain the same
for TSOs, however some responsibilities could be extended to DSOs. The monitoring area requires
TSOs to continuously calculate and monitor the real-time active power interchange of the area and
designates specific responsibilities for each TSO if multiple share the same monitoring area.
Essentially, in each area a real-time operational security analysis must be deemed secure. In the
future, some of the responsibilities for monitoring areas may be extended to DSOs, with obligations
for assisting with the demands of load frequency control. Even further, the TSOs and DSOs may
simultaneously monitor power interchanges and communicate them.
The scheduling area should be redrawn to the equivalent size of each DSOs local distribution area.
At this level, balancing mechanisms, such as imbalance measurements and dispatching are
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conducted. In this framework, the TSO has no visibility into levels below the transmissiondistribution interface, and the DSO must manage system balancing within its local distribution area.
Though currently, balancing service providers and balancing responsible parties belong to the same
scheduling area, these actors may be incorporated into the DSO, which will be explored in more
detail in section 8.2.2.2.
Bidding zones have served well as a simplified market design for initial market integration in the EU
but would prove to be the largest obstacle to the implementation of this structure. Bidding zones are
not designed to match technical requirements, but rather, currently (with several exceptions)
represent political borders. Under this model, bidding zones would become completely arbitrary, and
offer no price signals. Price will by necessity be differentiated by location since the location will
determine the diversity of resource types and aggregated needs. Each node will reflect a local
distribution areas unique energy portfolio. Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP), or Nodal Pricing, is a
pricing system used in countries such as the U.S (in PJM (Pennsylvania, New-Jersey and Maryland),
MISO (Midwest ISO), NYISO (New York ISO), ISO-NE (New England) and CAISO (California
ISO)) and New Zealand (Pettersen, Ekern, & Willumsen, 2011). In this case, each node within a
transmission network becomes its own bidding zone. Dijk and Willems (2011) state that ‘under
nodal spot pricing, electricity prices reflect physical constraints, and hence, scarcity of the
transmission network. In the short run, nodal spot prices, therefore, ensure optimal usage of the
transmission network. Over the long term, they give the optimal incentives for new investments.’
Building new transmission lines will require major financial and time investments, similarly for
redrawing bidding zones. Changing to a nodal pricing scheme could also be costly primarily due to
the substantial changes to the market design. Should the market design be restructured anyway, nodal
pricing could be included in that process in a financially efficient way. The Group for Electricity and
Gas (ERGEG) favoured nodal approach as a means of fulfilling the capacity allocation and
congestion management guidelines objectives (ERGEG, 2010). They argue that the nodal approach
is the “ultimate goal” and best solution for capacity calculation with the capacity allocation and
congestion management guidelines. While it is potentially politically difficult to argue for varied
pricing within an individual country, a completed internal Europe energy market would see nodal
pricing vary geographically indiscriminate of country borders. It could be argued that local
distribution level markets are a way to reduce the need to covert to nodal pricing, given that their
implementation could alleviate transmission congestion. However, it would not allow for the optimal
positioning of resources. Nodal pricing would give the required information, as example, for a utility
interested in placing large-scale storage in an optimal location, based on price signals indicating local
needs.
This could go a step further and include a nodal pricing scheme at the distribution level, often
labelled LMP+D. This pricing method would be derived from the wholesale market if DERs were
bid into and dispatched from there. While LMP+D approach would make sense in a “total TSO”
grand central model, it would not make sense for layered-decomposition structure, as it would
require modelling the distribution grid, with an accurate real-time state information visible to the
TSO (Kristov, De Martini, & Taft , 2016). In contrast, the layered-decomposition structure would
determine pricing based on the mix of resource types, customers, and the nature of distribution grid
within the local distribution area. In this case marginal price at a location should equal the least cost
of serving an additional kilowatt-hour of load. The wholesale locational marginal price in any
locational price zone should approach zero as the net volume of imports and exports balances. Nodal
pricing would thus abolish bidding zones and capacity calculation regions, but not control areas, of
which are still under the jurisdiction of the TSO. Control areas can remain whatever geographic
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region a TSO currently oversees. Control areas are not required to match bidding zones, and
therefore their abolition need not necessitate any configurations regarding this framework.
8.2.2 – REVISED ACTORS
The most significant changes in this regulatory framework are the operations of the DSO. In short,
the DSO must adopt much greater responsibility.
8.2.2.1 - TSOs and DSOs (New Roles)
In this new framework, the local distribution area is the area within a DSOs domain of operations.
Many of these local distribution areas may be fully capable of self-optimising or even “islanding”
themselves. The relationship between the TSO and DSO is highly conditional on the diffusion of
DERs. As referenced in the paper A Tale of Two Visions, there are multiple forms a layereddecomposition structure could take.

Least

Minimum DSO
TSO/market operator
responsible for
optimising whole
integrated system
down to the
distribution level.

Relevance of T-D boundary

Maximal DSO
TSO/market operator
responsible for
optimising the
transmission system.
Helps balance
aggregate resources at
the T-D boundary.

Minimal DSO
TSO/market operator
responsible for
optimising whole
integrated system
down to the T-D
boundary.

Most

Total DSO
TSO/market operator
responsible exclusively
for optimising
transmission system.
Only connection with
distribution level at T-D
interface.

Figure 22: Relevance of T-D boundary (Kristov L. , 2014)
The “status quo” scenario is DER participation in the wholesale market. In this case, the “Minimal
DSO” scenario is most likely, as the “Minimum DSO” structure would require TSO optimising
distribution circuits and visibility of DERs at their actual location. Excluding this approach in the
minimal DSO scenario means market operators dispatch DERs without specific knowledge about
what will occur at the distribution system, or the feasibility of multiple dispatches. It would also
require the market operator to dispatch possibly up to thousands of individual DERs, an excessively
complex task. While the “Maximal DSO” structure avoids some of these challenges, it would still
result in tier bypassing, with conflicting instructions for each level of the transmission grid.
Alternatively, the total DSO scenario provides a structurally sound, repeatable structure, with no tier
bypassing and allows for greater scalability (Kristov L. , 2014). In this case, DSO would be
responsible for the aggregation and coordination of all DERs and end use loads within their domain.
The remaining required balancing would be a single bid to the wholesale market, represented as a
virtual resource at the T-D interface. DSOs thus provide an open-access distribution market
(explored in 8.2.4.1), where the supply and demand of their distribution area would be optimised and
balanced with interchanges at the T-D interface.
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Given all this, the appropriate taxonomy for the expanded role of DSOs in this case would be an
Open Access Distribution System Operator (OA-DSO), as titled by Kirstov (2020). The role is still a
“wires-only” electric distribution utility, with regulations still reflecting natural monopoly principles.
They would continue to maintain the same responsibilities for ownership maintenance and operation
of the distribution assets (poles, wires, transformers, substations, control centres), however they
would not own distribution system assets such as customer or community DERs. There could be
some exceptions to this, such as a government designated asset for community benefit (conditional to
revisions to current unbundling regulations). An example of this could be hydrogen storage, in which
case the OA-DSO could identify times where excessive generation could be used for communal
storage rather than curtailment. This entity must also forecast net loads and other DER impacts to the
T-D interface on a real-time basis.
Coordination between TSO and DSO will be particularly important for the utilisation of flexibility
resources. While the OA-DSO would contract flexibility as an ancillary service from nominated
DERs, the TSOs would contract flexibility from OA-DSOs. Other proposals for flexibility have been
a Single Marketplace for Flexibility, proposed in the ISGAN annex 6 discussion paper (2019). This
would be one marketplace for all flexibility bids, where TSOs and DSOs could procure flexibility in
coordination. However, the challenge of general flexibility marketplace is that TSOs would compete
with the DSOs to procure flexibility, creating a conflict over the same resources. Additionally, the
activation of flexibility by one system operator could harm the operations of other involved system
operators. In theory, local flexibility could provide enough balancing resources for the transmission
level.
The OA-DSO must also:
o Provide open access and transparency for interconnection process, distribution infrastructure
planning, real-time operating procedures, rules for local market bids
o Facilitate streamlined interconnection process’ and well-defined revenue opportunities for
DER and DER aggregators (customer and utility side)
o Act as a “supplier of last resort”, ensuring the provision of universal service (such as an
instance of customer being dropped by their current supplier to due not meeting bills)
The TSO responsibilities in this case would be much the same, but greatly simplified. They would
instead emphasise area-wide coordination within and between member states. The responsibilities of
coordinate security analysis, outage planning coordinate, short term adequacy forecasts, data
exchanges, and frequency control would all still belong to the TSOs.

8.2.2.2 – Balancing Service Providers, Balancing Responsible Parties & Nominated Electricity
Market Operators (New Roles)
There are two approaches to the market design that could be taken regarding Balancing Service
Providers (BSPs) and Balancing Responsible Parties (BRPs). Either:
1. Their functions are incorporated into the OA-DSO entity, who then manages reserve capacity for
their own needs and TSOs.
2. They remain independent entities, but their services are offered to the OA-DSO rather than TSO to
balance power.
3. Their role is unchanged, reserve capacity is contracted by the TSO or bid directly to balancing
market.
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From a regulatory perspective, an OA-DSO would essentially be a balancing responsible party since
it bids into wholesale markets. Also, given that imbalance measurements for balancing service
providers and balancing responsible parties are done per scheduling area in the DSOs local
distribution area, it would not be logical for their capacity to be bid to the balancing market. Options
1 & 2 are fundamentally the same, with reserve capacity, balancing, and imbalance settlements
conducted by the OA-DSOs in coordination with independent generators or aggregators. Within a
local distribution area, OA-DSOs will likely need to identify certain qualified generating units to be
contracted as balancing service providers. If each OA-DSO has its own contracted balancing service
providers, it removes the necessity of the TSO needing to contract their services. It is still possible
that, should TSOs require balancing or ancillary services, it could be contracted through an OA-DSO
from any number of local markets.
A key distinction between the U.S. and European market designs is between TSOs and ISOs. The
layered-decomposition structure was formulated with an ISO in mind, acting as a neutral network
operator of the day-ahead and intraday markets, a similar role of Nominated Electricity Market
Operators (NEMOs) in Europe. The difference being NEMOs can be competitive and earn profit.
The challenge of dispatching thousands of DERs is not a concern for the role of European TSOs,
who simply manage the transmission grid, however it is a challenge for the NEMOs. ISOs are
already outlined as an unbundling option under Article 13 – 16 of directive 2009/72/EC, which
allowed transmission networks to remain under the ownership of energy groups in exchange for the
transfer of day-to-day business operations to an Independent System Operator (ISO). It is a form of
ownership unbundling but that includes a trustee, removing conflicts of interest from generation and
transmission having the same owner. Though even in this case, it does not act as a market operator.
In Europe, if the Member State is successfully unbundled with regulated TSOs, it is feasible that the
TSOs could operate the system and short-term market activities, equivalent to those of ISOs in the
U.S.
NEMOs serve two important functions. Firstly, as laid out in the capacity allocation and congestion
management guidelines, NEMOs must act as a Market Coupling Operator (MCO), cooperating with
other NEMOs in cross-border exchanges with the intention of forming a single energy market across
Europe. At the same time, NEMOs are power exchange companies, where competition is encouraged
to ensure fair and transparent power prices. This is a contradiction that is difficult to reconcile. Nord
Pool has already recognised this and is in the process of restructuring to separate the market coupling
operator (MCO) and power exchange functions (Randen, 2019). It is a long-term challenge whether
the EU should:
1. Merge spot exchanges, removing the need for market coupling, but also removing
competition
2. Separate NEMOs into two entities, one performing the MCO function and the other operating
as a power exchange.
Nodal pricing, as recommended earlier, would remove the need for market coupling and resolve this
conflict. On the other hand, there is still obvious advantages to merging spot exchanges. With the
intended harmonisation of the day-ahead and intraday markets in Europe, NEMOs may need to be
integrated in the future. At a minimum, the day-ahead operations of different markets, specifically
gate closure times, trading products, operational procedures and capacity allocation will need to be
synchronised. More so will be the challenge of liquidity. With local distribution areas selfoptimising, it should be expected that there is possibly a significant decrease in liquidity in the
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wholesale markets, with both less capacity being bid, and decreases in demand. With decreased
liquidity, the price of energy is unlikely to be accurately benchmarked.
The new question is therefore whether to:
A. Allow competition between existing market exchanges
B. Designate an ISO or new entity as a natural monopoly to operate a single European exchange
Some TSOs in Europe own large shares in the Member States NEMO, while in countries such as
Germany this is not the case (Boyd & Neuhoff , 2011). This may prove difficult in transferring
business aspects of power exchanges to TSOs or an ISO equivalent. NEMOs such as EEX, APX and
Nordpool have the designated authority to implemented infrastructure for market coupling. Given
this, they may have a regional monopoly status, with preferential access to clients using their
platform for day-ahead trading. This is further strengthened by that fact that market prices are
determined on their exchanges which provide a reference for financial long-term contracts. Further
exacerbation is due to the capacity allocation and congestion management guidelines (2015)
maintaining barriers to new market entrants and, as in some cases, the incumbent power exchange of
a geographic region being distinctly favoured. The ISO model is more market orientated, in terms of
having the day-ahead and intraday trading platform being a natural monopoly, with commercial
long-term trading (Boyd & Neuhoff , 2011). Also, ISOs are not-for-profit entities, where price
determines transparent dispatching. All income is regulated and charged to consumers. Congestion
revenue is given to owners of financial transmission rights and indirectly to network users through
network tariff reductions. Without being exposed to trade risks, ISOs do not require an asset based as
insurance against losses. A single European exchange may require an entity that shares most of the
characteristics of a U.S. ISO. While the titles for the new entity may differ, the fundamental point is
that in future it is likely necessary to merge the market operators into a single NEMO, even though
such a plan may prove politically impractical given the personal interests of private companies and
Member States.
8.2.2.3 – Prosumer (New roles)
While critical to the entire structure, the process for prosumers is relatively straight forward. The
major regulatory revision that is required is a common set of rules across member states that define
the roles of prosumers, which also lays out the process of network connection, and provides specified
revenue opportunities for producers and aggregators. The actual logistics of generating one’s own
energy and feeding surpluses to the grid should be a largely automated process, outside of which all
other technical requirements become responsibilities of the OA-DSO. Beyond the initial investment
in DER technologies, prosumers can either be active or passive market players. If active, prosumers
would likely adjust consumption based on smart-metering and real-time information regarding
dynamic prices. Also nominating their capacity for ancillary services, coordinating energy bids to
open access market when intended (such as during peak demand) or storing as intended. When prices
in the grid are low, prosumers may choose to purchase their power and store generation, while when
high, prosumers may choose to employ demand response. Alternatively, prosumers could take a
passive role, and have automated systems where excess generation that is not stored is involuntarily
bid and remunerate. The essential difference to the current framework is that customers can
determine their own allocations and transactions, rather than being determined for them by the
system operator.
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8.2.3 – REVISED CAPACITY
The general logistics around capacity are not significantly altered beyond nodal pricing and there
being a minimised TSO dependence. Many of the original requirements of capacity such as supply,
balancing, and peak loads are of reduced importance. Consequently, many of the complexities and
challenges of capacity procurement, such as transmission grid congestion, are also alleviated.
However, capacity will always be a means of ensuring security of supply, and therefore many of the
existing methods of exchanges should remain in place with some conditions. Financial Transmission
Rights (FTR) should be the preferred transmission rights, in line with the EU favouring FTR
contracts. Free FTR Obligations could serve as a transition method from zonal to nodal pricing
(Boyd & Neuhoff , 2011). The challenge of implementing nodal pricing is the distributional impacts,
as some generators in low-price areas and loads in higher-price zones may be disproportionately
affected. The free allocation of FTRs could serve to either compensate those who are affected or
hedge their risk to price changes. FTR obligations are also favoured by other countries with nodal
pricing schemes. Nodal pricing is the pure version of flow-based calculations. With flow-based
capacity, multiple nodes are combined into a bidding zone. Flow-based capacity allocations would
serve as a transition, with a decreasing number of grouped nodes until the nodal level is reached. A
transitioning phase should see all European market engaging in flow-based market coupling with
implicit transmission rights.
8.2.4 – REVISED MARKETS
As established, Europe will have an integrated wholesale market with multitude of geographically
distributed local markets. So far, day-ahead markets haven been considered the “spot market”, and
the intraday and balancing being short-term markets for making real-time adjustments in supply and
demand. As argued by Smeers (2008), the perspective may need to change, with intraday markets
being considered the spot markets, and the day-ahead be considered futures.
There are two primary drivers for changes to the markets in this framework; the first is that all
market operations will be shifted as close to real-time as possible, the second is a decrease in the
number of actors participating in the wholesale market. The wholesale market will still receive bids
from centralised generators and large utilities, as well as DER aggregations, with the market operator
continuing to accept bids to supply local distribution areas that require energy. However, the overall
quantity of energy contracted by market operators will likely decrease (up to 30% from residential
consumers, and up to 76% for areas with community energy projects, as calculated in Section 7.0) In
general with vRES, the closer to real-time the more accurate forecasts for supply and demand will
be. Overall, the system may be more volatile, with less reliable baseload power and more intermittent
generation. Forecasts about the required capacity of the grid will be less predictable. Therefore, there
will need to be increased granularity in intraday trading. Granularity simply refers to shorter time
periods of trading.
The pay-as-bid, or ‘marginal price’ scheme, is generally the most economically competitive system,
as it results in participants bidding their marginal cost. Either they receive the market clearing price,
or they are fully rejected. If generator bids above their marginal cost, and they are not contracted,
they receive no revenues. If below, at a minimum, their marginal cost will be recovered, with the
probability that they will be received revenue on top of this. If a generator bids less than its marginal
cost, which ends up clearing the market and setting the marginal price, then they will operate at a
loss. Play-as-cleared generally allows for more renewables and distributed generation into the
market, given the near zero marginal cost of these generating sources, their capacity is almost always
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contracted (Schittekatte, Reif, & Meeus, 2019). Under a pay-as-bid, generators are required to
determine in advance an appropriate bid that estimates a clearing price, requiring sophisticated
projections in a way that favours large-scale utilities rather than small generators. This would
prohibit many small-scale units participating in wholesale day-ahead and intraday markets, however,
if they were exclusively participating in a local market at the distribution level, this may not be a
problem. While pay-as-bid does not produce optimal market-based outcomes, the current marginal
clearing scheme may not allow for the necessary level of granularity of a high vRES energy mix.
Increasingly granularity in the market time frame allows for better management of uncertainty in
matching power demand and supply. Therefore, the intraday market could either be:
1. A continuous pay-as-bid model where bids and requests can be made as soon as real-time
imbalances occur
2. Change to uniform to 15-minute products (or less) with increased frequency of auctions (15minute as well) and pay-as-cleared price, to allow electricity prices to better reflect conditions
in the system in real-time.
While continuous trading would provide greater flexibility for participants in intraday markets to
make short-term adjustments, the challenge of the continuous pay-as-bid model is that the OA-DSO
would cease to be a neutral market facilitator if it were calculating a bid price that would be received
by generators within the local distribution area. The only way to remain truly neutral is to simply bid
the marginal cost of the last serving unit. If auction frequency was increased, it further substantiates
the case made for the harmonisation of gate closures at pre-determined times throughout the day.
This point is in line with recital 13 of the Regulation (EU) 2019/943, which explains
this harmonisation is intended to support intraday trading and foster the development of several
trading products with the same delivery windows. This is to say, in this respect the current EU
market approach is in line with this framework.
A single day-ahead auction can continue to operate as is for a European wide market, with uniform
gate opening and closure time. All OA-DSOs would be responsible for forecasting their respective
supply or demand and bid or request this from the wholesale market in the day-ahead. As mentioned,
OA-DSOs can also act as the balancing responsible parties in the balancing market operated by the
TSO with their aggregated resources portfolios. Both balancing markets operated by TSOs can be
maintained, though they should exclusively offer self-dispatched reactive balancing. Primary,
secondary, and tertiary reserves can continue as pay-as-bid, given these are contracted by the TSO,
neutrality is maintained. A similar model of energy and capacity balancing markets can be applied to
the local energy markets, which is further explored in section 8.2.4.1.
8.2.4.1 – Distribution level market
The distribution level market, or “local market” will function distinctly from the wholesale market.
Operated by the OA-DSO, the local market would function as an ICT trading platform for electricity,
for the purchasing and selling of energy, flexibility, and ancillary services within a local distribution
area / energy community. Players include consumers, prosumers, utility companies, aggregators,
retailers, and any other entities. The platform would be open access and non-discriminatory. The
OA-DSO would be the only intermediary between the local market and wholesale market, making all
bids or requests at the T-D interface between the two systems. This market allows for peer-to-peer,
pool-orientated and transactive energy exchanges, with all interactions in a local distribution area
being conducted on the platform. This means that all local market participants must be registered in a
form of contract with the OA-DSO. Forms of registration or contracts could be made around
different services, such as some being contracted for reserve capacity.
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Operations
Role of OA-DSO
• Acts as a legal monopoly
• Generation and demand are forecasted by the OA-DSO for the day-ahead market
• OA-DSO should identify qualified DERs within their local distribution area to act as
balancing service providers, with enough reserve capacity to meet balancing needs
Relationship with wholesale market
• All excess generation forecasted is bid into day-ahead market as single product at T-D
interface
• All capacity requirements that cannot be met by local resources is requested from day-ahead
and intra-day markets.
Market Participants
• Prosumers can either be active or passive participants. If active, their generation can be
nominated for ancillary services, bid when intended (e.g during peak demand), or stored. If
passive, excess generation that is not consumed or stored is involuntary bid and remunerated.
• Grid connected users need not have a contracted supplier and can contract their supply from
the distribution marketplace (though rates may not be as competitive)
• Suppliers become equivalent “market peers” and must contract capacity from the wholesale
market through the distribution level market at the single T-D interface

o Equivalent to the intraday and the
balancing wholesale markets
o Non-reserved DERs generally used for
automated real-time balancing
o OA-DSO controls the flexible
resources of registered prosumers (e.g
EV’s, batteries) and compensates them
based on the time interval and dynamic
pricing (Bremdal, et al., 2017)
o Can also aggregate flexible assets for
bidding into balancing market
o The price of balancing energy in local
market should be charged
proportionally to what extent the
market participant contributes or
requests balancing energy

Energy Market

o All nominated or “active” (rather
than passive) exchanges of power
participate here

Distribution
Level Market

Flexibility Market
Figure 23: Types of service in
Distribution Level Markets

o Operates with a negotiation period
like that of the wholesale dayahead market

Ancillary Services
o

DERs with excess generation can be utilised for ancillary services
requiring energy as needed, while DERs required for capacity ancillary
services must be already contracted, with specified remuneration
schemes
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8.2.4.2 - Ancillary services of DERs in Distribution Level Market
Table 10: DER distribution level market participation
Type of Market

Ancillary Service Traded

Capacity or Energy

Market need served by DER

Distribution level market

Voltage control

Capacity

Direct Control e.g – Aggregated EV’s,
residential loads, storage systems

Distributed congestion
management

Energy

Direct Control: Aggregated EV’s,
energy storage and CHP units

Generation capacity
planning

Capacity

Aggregated loads and generation

Reactive Power

Energy

Aggregated loads and generation

Black Start

Capacity

Contracted capacity

Reserve Power

Capacity

Contracted capacity

8.2.4.3 – Local Market Clearing
The local market would require a software component, consisting of an optimising formula in an
open source code to coordinate the local resources. This optimisation problem must include
calculation for all relevant parties and scenarios, including all DERs. This would allow OA-DSO to
increase or decrease generation of an area based on algorithmic objectives, which would manage the
order in real-time and maintain an optimal operation schedule.
Optimisation is a mathematical function for selecting a best option within a set of alternatives, and
with regards to certain criteria and constraints. The function has the objective of either maximising or
minimising a certain metric based on a set of inputs. In this case, it is essential for the software of the
ICT platform on which the local market operates to have a transparent optimisation function, given
there needs to be a universal objective of how to organise the multiple inputs (generation sources),
and meeting demands for power, while accounting for constraints such as congestions.
ISGAN (2019) identifies two potential ways to optimise market clearing. The objective function can
either:
1) Maximise social welfare
2) Minimise activation costs
A meta-analysis of objective functions for market clearing found that social welfare maximisation
has been the most widely proposed (Khorasany, Mishra, & Ledwich, 2018). With respect to local
energy trading, social welfare maximisation is the summation of the utility of all buyers minus the
costs of all sellers.
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𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝐵

𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒: ∑ 𝑈𝑗 (𝑑𝑗 ) − ∑ 𝐶𝑖 (𝑆𝑗 )
𝑗=1

𝑖=1

Where:
𝑁𝑠 = {1, … , 𝑁𝑆 } = the set of sellers
𝑁𝐵 = {1, … , 𝑁𝐵 } = the set of buyers in the market
And the cost of providing 𝑠𝑖 energy, offered by 𝑖 to the market is approximated with the formula:
𝐶𝑖 (𝑆𝑖 ) = 𝑎𝑖 𝑠𝑖2 + 𝛽𝑖 𝑠𝑖 + 𝛾𝑖
Where 𝑎𝑖, 𝛽𝑖, 𝛾𝑖 are constants that reference the amount of energy a seller is willing to sell at
different prices.
The Market Clearing in this case should be performed in a way that the total energy demanded, and
total energy supplied should equal at the end of the market clearing. Therefore, the constraint of the
function is,
𝑁𝑆

𝑁𝐵

∑ 𝑆𝑗 = ∑ 𝑑𝑗
𝑖=1

𝑗=1

The alternative is an “Operation Cost Minimisation” function. This attempts to minimise the cost of
energy and system operation for all market peers.
𝑟

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝐶𝑘 (𝑝𝑘 )
𝑘=1
𝑁𝑟

𝑠. 𝑡 ∑ 𝑝𝑘 = 0
𝑘=1

Where 𝑁𝑟 is the total number of peers in the market, 𝑘 is an index of the market peers, and 𝐶𝑘 (𝑝𝑘 ) is
the cost function of each peer.
The first is the objective used by Euphemia, the pan-European sorting algorithm. While maximising
social welfare is generally thought to be more desirable, minimising activation costs (costs of
allocating efficiency) essentially achieves the same result, without unnecessary activations. Several
optimisation methods have been proposed for clearing a local market. While the best formula has not
been settled, the requirements for an optimisation problem in this regulatory framework will have to
be (Khorasany, Mishra, & Ledwich, 2018):
1. Scalable
2. Account for network constraints
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8.3 – COMPARISON
Table 11: Comparison of both frameworks

Current framework

Proposed framework

Criteria

Synchronous Area - Continental
Europe

Synchronous Area - Remains

Areas
Synchronous Area
LFC Block
LFC Area
Monitoring Area
Scheduling Area
Capacity Calculation Region
Bidding Zones
Control Areas

LFC Block - Remains
LFC Block - Part of or whole
synchronous area, one or more LFC
Areas

LFC Area - Remains

LFC Area - Part of or whole
synchronous area, points of
measurement between LFC areas

Monitoring Area - Now
requires DSO-TSO
coordination for calculating
and monitoring active power
interchanges

Monitoring Area - Part of or whole
synchronous area, points of
measurement between monitoring
areas

Scheduling Area – Matches
distribution areas of DSOs

Scheduling Area - One or more
control areas, smaller than bidding
zones

CCR – Abolished with
bidding zones
Bidding zones – Abolished in
favour of nodal pricing

CCR - A set of bidding zones
Bidding zones - Area of
homogeneous copper plate zonal
pricing

Control Areas – Maintained
by TSOs

Control Area - One or more per
bidding area
TSOs – Contracting power for the
distribution system
Maintaining and operating
transmission network
Security of Supply
Developing cross-border
infrastructure
Forecasting demand in mediumterm period
DSOs – Operation and planning of
distribution networks

TSOs – Similar
responsibilities but
simplified. Exclusively
responsible for optimising
transmission system.
Coordinates with DSOs at
single T-D interface for
balancing requirements.
DSO – New role as OADSO. Adopts many new
responsibilities, including
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Roles of Actors
TSOs
DSOs
NEMOs/BRP/BSPs
Consumers/Prosumers

Overseeing grid users’ access to
markets
BRPs/BSPs – Provide reserve
capacity and balancing services to
TSOs
NEMOs – Market Operator +
Organises cross-zonal electricity
trades

optimising within local area,
operating local market,
adopting role of BSPs/BRPs,
forecasting adequacy,
aggregating DERs.
NEMOs – Merge into single
European exchange
Prosumers – New revenue
opportunities

Prosumers – Generate electricity
and receive FiT
Long-term – Either PTR or FTR.
Short-term – Explicit or implicit.
CNTC or flow-based approaches.

Long-term – FTR for
capacity exchanges between
nodes.

Capacity
Long-term
Short-term

Short-term – Flow-based
market coupling with
implicit transmission right in
transition to nodal pricing.

DA – double-side blind auction,
merit order.
ID – Not harmonised in EU,
continuous trading with hourly
products, multiple intraday
auctions, or combination.
Balancing – two markets, capacity,
and energy, pay-as-bid or marginal
price models, proactive vs reactive
self or central dispatching

Markets shift as close to
real-time as possible.
Harmonised day-ahead
market gate closure and
products
Intraday market increases in
granularity with 15-minute
pay-as-cleared auctions
New Distribution level
marketplace, operated by
OA-DSO entity
Balancing market at
transmission level contracts
flexibility from OA-DSOs
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Markets
Day-ahead
Intra-day
Balancing

9.0 – POLICY ASSESSMENT
9.1 - PEST ANALYSIS
There are a multitude of implications of this regulatory framework and market structure that extend
beyond the energy sector. Policies can have causal effects in society well beyond what is
immediately intended. To consider in advance the possible implication of the proposed changes, a
PEST analysis framework will be utilised to outline the primary macro-environment dimensions;
these are political, social, economic, and technological. A non-exhaustive description of both
positive and negative implications for each of these macro-environments will be detailed.

The European Green Deal

Establishing energy citizen
communities

Empowerment of local
governments

Technological literacy

Engaging with energy
communities and industry

Citizens as stakeholders
Risks of energy poverty

Drafting of new network
codes
POLITICAL

SOCIAL

ECONOMIC

TECHNOLOGICAL

Investments and funding for
DERs

Diffusion of smartmetering systems
Information &
communication
technology (ICTs)

New market models and
revenue opportunities

Platforms for data exchanges
and metering of each
distribution connected units

Impacts of going Nodal

Figure 24: PEST Analysis Framework
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9.2.1 - POLITICAL
The political sphere would have to begin engaging with social spheres to a greater extent, beginning
discussions and cooperating with energy communities and individuals. Additionally, political
representatives would have to inform and engage with industry and investors regarding a changing
energy landscape. A major political theme in the literature around local energy communicates is the
new roles of local governments (van der Schoor & Scholtons, 2019). Particularly, the relations
between different levels of government and citizen participation in municipal governance. It remains
a challenge for local governments to facilitate effective civic engagement (Busch & McCormick,
2014). Evidence suggests mayors serve great importance for local energy policies, of whom are most
influence by factors such as ‘the good of their municipality’, referring more so to the strengthening
of community life than economic factors. Establishing local energy communities may require proper
urban planning (Jaccard, Failing, & Berry, 1997). Approaches such as adapting legislation around
regional and municipal land use, coupling infrastructure grants with community energy management
investments, and working with utilities to encourage specific energy forms and delivery systems,
have proven effective.
The predominant legal factor would be regarding the drafting of new network codes, as well as
amendments to existing ones. Network codes act as regulations for Member States and are therefore
legally binding. This could be contentious, as they can take precedent over national laws. Therefore,
they would require significant negotiations and engagement with stakeholders, such as ENTSO-E
and ACER, as well as national, state of local governments. On this note, the commission must
establish an EU-DSO entity. DSOs will need to have a single voice at the European level, which can
communicate directly with ENTSO-E and other stakeholders. The compositions and tasks required
of an EU-DSO entity have already been outlined in the new Electric Regulation of the Clean Energy
Package (EU Commission, 2019).
The Europe Green Deal is currently high on the policy agenda, providing a roadmap to boost the
efficiency of resource use, ‘greening’ the economy and cutting pollution. It proposes that the EUs
commitment to climate neutrality by 2050 should be legislated as European climate law, making it a
legal obligation beyond just a political commitment. A key political factor would be pushing for the
regulatory reforms required into the discussion around the Green Deal.
Policy reforms should include aspects of:
o Current definitions for Renewable Energy Communities and Citizen Energy Communities are
strictly in the social context and exclude technological and economic aspects. Expanded or
added definitions could include aspects relating to ICT technologies, local market exchanges,
local data, dynamic pricing, and consumers determining their own allocations and
transactions.
o The establishment of specific and detailed legal frameworks for Renewable Energy & Citizen
Energy Communities, given the complexity of needs, challenges and opportunities (Inês, et
al., 2020).
o Consideration of legislation that includes solar and/or wind generating units on all new and
renovated buildings, as petitioned by Solar Power Europe (2020). This could split the
economic burden of DER technologies between property developers, governments, and
consumers. A legislative mandate could be comparable to Article 19(2) of the E directive
2019/944 which states “Member States shall ensure the deployment in their territories of
smart metering systems that assist the active participation of customers in the electricity
market.”
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o Longer term, revisions to unbundling regulation could be made so that DSOs can own,
develop, and operate energy storage facilities. Currently, power-to-gas falls under the
category of energy storage in the Recast Electricity Directive. If DSOs operating distribution
level markets places could own storage facilities, in a way that that has been identified as
common benefit, they could, for example, utilise excess generation to produce green
hydrogen. It is possible that local distribution areas could avoid curtailing excess generation
when the transmission system has no use for balancing energy. Exemptions for DSO
ownership of energy storage are only made if specific conditions are met in Article 36(2) and
Article 54(2) of Recast Electricity Directive, such as if other parties are not awarded the right
to own or develop required facilities at a reasonable cost, while the facilities are needed for
distribution system operators to fulfill the obligations established of them in the directive.

9.2.2 - ECONOMIC
The primary economic factors are regarding investment and funding of DER technology and
electricity infrastructure. The proposals made would require investments from government, industry
and public. Generally, consumers purchase DER technologies for individual benefit. But for a
system wide change, government would need funding options for which most Europeans qualify to
avoid localised energy poverty. Current options for funding from the EU included (2020c):
Cohesion Fund
The Cohesion Fund is aimed at reducing economic and social inequalities between member states
while promoting sustainable development. The fund contributed to energy related projects that would
increase the use of renewable energy. It is intended for Member States with a Gross National Income
(GNI) of less than 90% EU average per inhabitant. Currently, Member States who meet this criterion
include Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. The € 63.4 billion available is intended for
increasing renewable energy use but also the development of trans-European transport networks or
infrastructure projects under the Connecting Europe Facility. Potentially, a case could be made for a
greater share of funding directed to renewable energy projects if they could function as an alternative
to developing more interconnection infrastructure.
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
The ERDF is also aimed at reducing economic and social disparity between Member States. One of
the four priority areas is the ‘low carbon economy’, where a minimum percentage of funding must be
allocated toward carbon reduction projections, the amounts conditional to region. 20% for developed
areas, 15% for transition areas, 12% developing areas.
Smart Finance for Smart Buildings Initiative (SFSB)
As part of the Clean Energy for All Europeans package, the SFSB was announced to build on the
Investment Plan for Europe. It includes practical solutions for promoting private financing of
renewables in buildings.
The other primary economic factor is the new market models for consumers. Communities have
identified dividend payments and economic opportunities as incentives to join energy cooperatives
(Dóci & Vasileiadou, 2015). However, considerations must be made for the revenue impacts on
centralised utilities, tariffs for TSOs, and the potentially disproportionate impact of nodal pricing on
certain communities. There is reasonable concern that nodal pricing may inhibit market participants
to find longer term energy contracts (Boyd & Neuhoff , 2011). As well, it is possible that consumers
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who are in high congestion areas would be exposed to price increases, which could be difficult to
communicate such justifications. Inversely, while difficult to project, there should be consideration
around employment, with such developments potentially providing significant stimulus to the job
market.

9.2.3 – SOCIAL
An important factor is that the public will need to be open to participating in local energy
communities. There are 4 primary incentives in the literature that motivates people to engage with
local energy projects (Leenheer, de Nooij, & Sheikh, 2011) (Dóci & Vasileiadou, 2015).
o
o
o
o

Security of supply
Contribution to GHG emission reductions
Strengthening sense of community
Dividend payments / economic incentives

Many will see taking a more active role in the electricity market as an opportunity, while others will
see it as a burden, or even a threat. For example, a community in Engelsbrand, Germany, had local
opposition to a planned wind park overturn highly favourable conditions, such as transparent state
government planning, local support group, a majority pro vote, and round table discussions
(Reusswig, et al., 2016). With large deployments of DERs, land and homeowners will need to be
engaged regarding potential intrusions or impacts on their home and community. Given how much
local debate community energy programmes generate, research suggest a bottom-up approach is
likely to create successful community dialogue, while top-down approach can cause strong reactive
opposition (Hoffman, et al., 2013).
Citizens will need to be considered a key stakeholder in any discussion around new market models
and the roll-out of distribution connected utilities. At a minimum, technological literacy in Europe
will need to be improved. A familiarity with smart metering, as well as an understanding of revenue
opportunities for generation will also be essential. If citizens are not equally informed of regulatory
challenges, or do not have the same opportunities when adopting new roles in the market, there is a
risk of pockets of energy poverty developing. Energy poverty, while having no universal definition,
encompasses the inability for households to pay energy bills or receive basic energy services. The
first official definition (1991) in the United Kingdom is still unofficially used today in most Member
States (EU Commission, 2020). "A household is said to be fuel poor if it needs to spend more than
10% of its income on fuel to maintain an adequate level of warmth".
As it stands, it is estimated to effect over 50 million European households. This could either be
alleviated or exasperated under this structure, depending on location. In some areas, particularly
remote areas that are either difficult to access, or do not warrant the investment expenditure of
transmission interconnection, this structure may provide a means for these communities to island, or
alleviate the economic burden of what would be an increased marginal cost due to the nodal pricing
scheme. However, these communities as well as others who do not have the resources or generation
capacity potential (for example lack of wind and solar in low alpine ranges) may suffer from
increasing centralised grid costs. In specific circumstances, if neighbouring areas are largely energy
sovereign, the energy costs of these communities will increase. It will be a requirement to outline
areas that are at risk of developing into pockets of energy poverty and highlight these as priority
areas to receive funding.
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Another concern that consumers may have is regarding privacy and data security. There is a difficult
balancing between non-discriminatory access to data, while ensuring the privacy of citizens. Article
23 of the Electricity Directive (2019/944) states that members states must allow for eligible parties to
have access to final customer data, given a specific set of rules designated by a competent authority.
“independent of the data management model applied in each Member State, the parties
responsible for data management shall provide access to the data of the final customer to any
eligible party […]. Eligible parties shall have the requested data at their disposal in a nondiscriminatory manner and simultaneously. Access to data shall be easy and the relevant
procedures for obtaining access to data shall be made publicly available.”
Currently, the EU has proposed a data protection impact assessment (DPIA) as a means of evaluating
risks to the protection of personal data. (EU Commission, Data protection impact assessment for
smart grid and smart metering environment, 2020). This template is to be utilised by smart grid
operators, DSOs, generators, suppliers, and energy service companies, and establishes rules on the
collection of personal data, particularly regarding proportionality with respect to necessary purposes.
However, as it stands, the template is not compulsory, though compliance with general data
protection regulation is always.

9.2.4 - TECHNOLOGICAL
There are technological prerequisites to this structure, but it does not require the development of any
technology that does not already exist. The primary technological requirements are:
•
•
•
•
•

Mass diffusion of smart-metering systems
Information & communication technology (ICTs)
Software developments for automated responses to dynamic price signals, real time balancing
and peer-to-peer transactions
Platforms for data exchanges and metering of each distribution connected utility
Advancements in battery storage, as well as solar and wind efficiency

Naturally, if there was a strong push for the roll-out of DERs there would be accompanying
incentives for innovation, likely driving down the LCOE, improving efficiency and developing new
methods of coupling between technologies. This would likely also coincide with the infrastructure
developments of smart-grids and sector coupling.
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10.0 OVERALL ASSESSMENT
10.1 SCENARIO ANALYSIS
It is difficult to estimate the diffusion of DERs as any projections would be deeply conditional to the
policy approach taken. For example, if projections of DER diffusion are low, policy may see no need
to adapt. However, the low diffusion is directly a result of barriers to entry result from existing
policy. Either the approach taken can be adapted reactively as the challenges present themselves, or
proactively. Such is the case with the given scenarios. In the case where the increase of DERs is
projected, and policy is then adapted to these projections, as such they are often self-fulfilling. A
new market structure is dependent on high DER penetration, however high penetration is similarly
dependent on elements of this structure. The necessary conditions to meet objectives are circular.
The alternative is rather to outline projections that would be desirable, and design policy around
what would facilitate them being met. To determine a desirable scenario, it must be outlined which
scenarios are possible. Each of these are considered in a 2050-time horizon.

10.1.1 - SCENARIO 1: STATUS QUO / “Minimal DSO”
Characterised by:
1. Low investment in DERs
2. Regulatory stagnation
3. Hesitation toward grid modernisations
Pros:
o Existing system is tried and tested. Avoids the risk of modifications to something as firmly
established and reliable as the current power system
o Can prioritise resources on centralised renewable generation, utility scale, and
interconnection infrastructure
o Most economic scenario, given least investment requirements
Cons:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lower resource and geographic diversity
Challenges in aggregating and dispatching multitude of DERs
Conflicting control objectives for DERs
DERs are not fully capitalised on, limited ancillary services
Grid not scalable
Inefficient use of energy, transmission losses

Predicted outcomes:
If there are no fundamental changes to the current market design, the role of TSOs and market
operators will likely become increasingly complex and challenging. Governments would likely need
to, at a minimum, not encourage DER adoption, as a radical increase in two-way power flows and
uncontrollable loads will lead to an unstable grid. Aggregated DER bids to the wholesale market will
increase, and market operators will need to send dispatch instructions without having visibility into
the distribution level. This will also likely lead to conflicting control of objectives for DERs, possible
power outages.
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Caveats & counterpoints:
It is possible that, while more complex, the TSOs and market operators could easily adapt to this
complexity. The challenges could be overblown in their potential severity and expanding the role of
TSOs may overall be the most reliable path forward, rather than any radical modifications to a welltested market design.

10.1.2 - SCENARIO 2: GRAND CENTRALISED OPTIMISATION
Characterised by:
1. Economic level of investment in DERs
2. Necessary regulatory revisions – Reactive approach
3. Role of TSOs expanded to have visibility into distribution level
Pros:
o Only necessary revisions to regulatory design are made, less invasive and disruptive
o Can encourage DER diffusion with improved data
o Similar in reliability as status quo
Cons:
o Grids not scalable, as each distribution area must have T-D interface
o Still complex role for TSOs and market operators, most oversee dispatching of potentially
thousands of DERs
o EUPHEMIA (pan-European market sorting algorithm) overcrowded with bidding products
o Highly dependent on roll-out of smart-metering and ICT technology
o Is not complementary to new market models of P2P or community-self consumption (though
not in conflict)

Predicted outcomes:
Similar challenges to status quo. TSOs / Market operators will need to manage and dispatch vast
number of DERs. Wholesale marginal prices will continue to decrease. Centralised powerplants will
likely be pushed out of market. Costs are passed to remaining grid connected consumers, raising
prices. More grid users disconnect but are unable to fully capitalise on the benefits of DER
investments without well-defined revenue opportunities and options for use of their self-generation.
Caveats & counterpoints:
Multitude of variant market models could form under this model. Not incompatible with P2P and
community self-consumption models, therefore possible DERs find alternatives ways of sharing
generation.

10.1.3 - SCENARIO 3: DECENTRALISED LAYERED-DECOMPOSITION STRUCTURE
Characterised by:
1. High investment in DERs – Proactive approach
2. Innovations in ICTs, smart-metering, dynamic pricing, and smart-grid architecture
3. Role of DSO expanded with the implementation of distribution level marketplace
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Pros:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Radically simplifies operations of market operators and TSOs
Scalable grid architecture
Prohibits conflicting control objectives
Provides new revenue opportunities for prosumers, decreases long-term costs for consumers
Increases flexibility, controllability, improves demand response
Facilitates the integration of more renewables into overall energy mix
Facilitates digitalisation, electrification & sector coupling
Encourages P2P and community self-consumption

Cons:
o
o
o
o
o

Economically and socially challenging
Many technical unknowns
Risk of pockets of energy poverty developing without coordinated priorities
Imposes significant demands on citizens, regulators, and energy sector as a whole
Complexity challenges for DSOs – may require high-level of expertise, as well as adopting
unwanted responsibilities
o If only a limited number of resources are reliable producers, the resource owners could
exercise market power in local markets
o Would require merging of DSOs in areas where multiple exist
o Risks of OA-DSOs investing in selective assets to increase regulated earning opportunities

Predicted outcomes:
Pursuing a decentralisation layered-decomposition structure would require early commitments and a
gradual implementation procedure. Necessary stages would start with grid modernisation, followed
by strong political and financial support for citizens to adopt new DER technologies, and then the
introduction of trial distribution level marketplaces and expanded DSO roles in zones of high
prosumer participation. If achieved, probable outcomes include the decarbonisation of the electricity
sector, increased energy security, and strengthened communities.
Caveats & Counterpoints:
This structure, while conceptually coherent, has not been tested in the real world. Success is
conditional to many elements all functioning optimally, including P2P, energy citizen communities,
dynamic pricing, prosumer market participation, new technologies, and new DSO responsibilities.
10.2 - DECISION MATRIX
The criteria here are intended to bring together all the elements of this paper, while focusing on the
core concerns of the European Commission. In the early feasibility sections, the general feasibility
assessment explored economic and technical feasibility. The regulatory framework was defined with
grid security and flexibility in mind. The PEST analysis concerned the broader impacts on
consumers and the EU meeting its political objectives. Therefore, each of these parts have been
highlighted as a key criterion in the decision matrix.
Scenario 1 – Status Quo / “Minimal DSO”
Scenario 2 – Grand Central Optimisation / “Total TSO”
Scenario 3 – Decentralised Layered-decomposition Optimisation Structure
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Weighting:
Weighting will be done on a 1 – 5 scale. This scale is appropriate to measure the relevant rankings,
as a 1-3 scale would expand the difference too widely, while on a 1–10 scale, nothing would rank
lower than a 6 in importance, and the rankings would compound too little. If a criterion is included, it
is already implicitly a 3 in importance. There are multitude of possible criteria, such that each of
these is intended to be an “umbrella” criterion. For example, while a layered-decomposition requires
significant investment in DERs, it would also abate costs of additional cross-border infrastructure.
Criteria:
Economic feasibility: The economic feasibility, concerning the overall costs of implementation,
required investments, cost bearers of these investments and costs of inaction.
Technical feasibility: What technology is required, the market design changes around the
technology, and how realistically can they be implemented.
Flexibility: The needs of the system from local perspective, such as maintain bus voltages, security
transfer capacities, resource diversity, and controllability.
Reliability: Needs of the overall system, such as maintaining stable frequency, security of supply.
The likelihood of system failure, or degradation of electricity during delivery. Tightly tied to
flexibility.
Renewable integration: What portion of the energy mix could renewables constitute.
Consumer focus: How much will Europe citizens benefit, how important their role will be, and the
freedom of choice available to them.

10.3 - RESULTS
Table 12: Decision Matrix
Decision Matrix
Criteria

Economic
Feasibility

Technical
Feasibility

Flexibility

Reliability

Renewable
Integration

Consumer
focus

Totals

Weighting

3

5

3

5

4

3

×

Scenario 1

5

5

2

3

2

2

75

Scenario 2

5

4

3

3

3

2

77

Scenario 3

3

3

5

3

5

5

89

75

Economic feasibility:
Scenario 1. Requires minimal investments. Costs are result of inaction, such as new interconnection
infrastructure
Scenario 2. Economic costs are relative to the roll-out of smart-metering and ICT technologies
Scenario 3. Pro-active investment in joint initiative between governments and consumers to roll out
DER technologies, moving to nodal pricing scheme, high investment costs
Technical feasibility:
Scenario 1. Minimal changes to system and minimal technological requirements. Tested formula,
though not adaptable to new conditions
Scenario 2. Only utilises mature technologies and methods. However, yet to be tested whether TSOs
/ market operators can efficiently manage units at the distribution level
Scenario 3. Requires efficient coordination between new technologies and market models that have
not yet been extensively demonstrated in real world. Only theoretically feasible
Flexibility:
Scenario 1. Highly un-adjustable. Challenges in coordinating multiple distribution level units,
increased dependence on balancing service providers, balancing responsible parties
Scenario 2. Can coordinated diverse units to meet dynamic demands, however many potential
shortcomings
Scenario 3. Highly adjustable, maximises full resource diversity of an area, can use local options to
meet local needs
Reliability:
Scenario 1. Voltage instability, non-controllable resources, lack of coordination between TSO and
DSO. Grid more susceptible to unstable frequency, voltage drops and black outs
Scenario 2. More controllable loads, but susceptible to conflicting control objectives
Scenario 3. High backup capacity located close to end-use. Resource diversity. Ancillary services
offered close to end-use, black start, restoration reserves, voltage control
Renewable integration:
Scenario 1. Renewables are only encouraged at utility scale
Scenario 2. System adapted for DERs but would faces challenges from numerous non-aggregated
units
Scenario 3. Facilitates small-scale renewable generation, encourages pro-active integration. Potential
for 100% renewable energy mix
Consumer focus:
Scenario 1. Consumers will not play a significant role; new market models are not enabled
Scenario 2. Consumers play an active role, but their engagement presents challenges rather than
opportunities
Scenario 3. Consumers are at the heart of the transition, take active role as well as the adoption of
responsibility, shared within and between communities
This decision matrix utilised criteria and weighting based on the literature, and scores based on the
arguments and evidence put forward in this paper. All elements explored in the previous sections
have been incorporated into the basis of this matrix. The score here validates the case for overall
feasibility. Therefore, Section 11 will outline a general timeline of implementation that could be
followed to pursue a decentralised layered-decomposition structure for the EU internal energy
market.
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11.0 - PROJECTED DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

2020
Network codes on streamlined
DER interconnection

Modernisation of distribution level
communication networks

Integration of zonal markets
Flow-based market coupling
Progressive splitting of node groups

2030

Harmonisation of day-ahead
and intraday markets

GRID MODERNISATION

Establishment of EU-DSO entity

DER INTEGRATION

Free FTR transition period
Nodal Pricing implementation
Drafting of network codes on roles
of local market participants and
revenue opportunities

Establishment of OA-DSOs

2040

Merging of NEMOs
Sector coupling between
industry and local markets

Roll-out of local markets across Europe

Completion of the Internal Energy Market

2050

Figure 25: Development Timeline
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DISTRIBUTED MARKETS

Trials of Local Markets

12.0 - CONCLUSION
Distributed Energy Resources are becoming increasingly numerous, with many positive and negative
implications for the electricity sector. A decentralised, layered-decomposition optimisation structure
is a proposed alternative to the current market structure that would allow local distribution areas to
self-optimise their supply and demand with distributed generation. This paper explored the
implications of distributed generation and investigates a regulatory framework to adapt a layereddecomposition structure to the specifics of Europe’s internal energy market.
•

•

•
•
•

A general feasibility analysis was conducted, estimating that Europe could expect to supply
up to 30% of its total consumption with renewable distributed generation, and up to 76% with
utility scale community owned projects. This would constitute all of Europe’s residential
needs, which currently constitutes 27% of the demand. The investment costs for the
calculated level of residential capacity would be roughly €159 billion.
A new regulatory framework was proposed. This framework was based on the requirements
of a nodal pricing scheme that expanded role of distribution system operators, harmonised the
day-ahead and intraday markets and increased granularity of intraday markets to 15-minute
pay-as-cleared auctions. A case was made for the merging of market operators into a single
European wide market. As well, the organisation of local markets, which would operate as
energy markets, flexibility markets, and ancillary service providers was outlined.
A PEST analysis was conducted to evaluate the regulatory framework in several macroenvironment dimensions.
A decision matrix was used to quantitatively compare three alternative structures, a status quo
“minimal DSO” structure, a grand central optimisation structure, and a decentralised layereddecomposition structure with the supporting regulatory framework.
A timeline was proposed that outlined the phases of transition.

The outcome of this research is a detailed strategic policy proposal for policy makers to consider as a
structure for the European internal energy market in a high distributed energy resource future.
Recommendation for future research:
Future research could select any areas covered of this paper and explore them in more detail.
1. A higher-resolution analysis for the capacity potential of distributed energy resources in
Europe, including other DERs such as e-boilers and fuel cells
2. A more comprehensive economic analysis, that accounts for policy drivers, costs abated from
emissions and new interconnection, economic stimulus of jobs created, etc
3. Engineering consideration for questions concerning reliability, voltage stability, balancing
requirements
4. Research on specific network codes that will need to be drafted to establish an OA-DSO and
local markets
5. Operational policy analysis for local energy markets, and the determination of an
optimisation formula for market clearing
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14.0 APPENDIX
Table A1. Capacity calculations of small turbines per Member State

Table A2. Capacity calculations of Solar PV per Member State, plus totals.

Figure A1. Comparison of total GWh consumed and capacity potential of DERs in Europe
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